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Inspired by the electric vehicle (EV) startup NIO which adopts a Battery-as-a-Service (BaaS) model with a

swappable battery design and experiments with flexible battery up/downgrading, we study a flexible EV bat-

tery lease program where customers lease batteries of their chosen capacities with the option to temporarily

up/downgrade to batteries of different capacities during peak periods. Adopting a game-theoretical model,

we find that the manufacturer may depend on acquiring additional batteries or reallocating customers’ bat-

teries to satisfy the peak up/downgrade demands, and that flexible battery leasing can lead to win-win

outcomes (increased manufacturer profit and reduced customer total cost) compared with simple battery

leasing. The results are found to be robust for different levels of customer sophistication, noncommittal bat-

tery acquisition, and correlated regular and peak needs for range. These findings inform EV manufacturers

adopting the BaaS business model and highlight the value of flexible battery leasing.
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1. Introduction

Climate change, driven by greenhouse gas emissions due to human activities, is one of the greatest

challenges faced by humanity. The transportation sector is an important source of carbon dioxide

emissions, for example accounting for 36% of the total carbon emissions in the United States in

2020 (EIA 2021). To reduce transportation carbon emissions, the global auto industry is in a rapid

transition toward battery-powered electric vehicles (EVs). EVs have zero tailpipe emissions, and

allow the transportation sector to benefit from efficiency and emission improvements in fossil fuel

power generation as well as zero-emission power generation including but not limited to nuclear,

hydro, solar, wind, and geothermal power. The global EV industry has enjoyed a compound annual

growth rate of 54% between 2015 and 2020 (IEA 2021). Multiple countries have set EV adoption

targets, and more than 20 countries announced the full phase-out of conventional vehicles powered

by internal combustion engines over the next 10-30 years (IEA 2021); for example, US President
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Biden recently announced a target of 50% sales share of EVs by 2030 (The White House 2021).

According to IEA (2021), by 2030, the global EV sales is expected to exceed 25 million units and

the global EV stock will reach 145 million units.

Despite the rapid growth, EV adoption is still relatively slow. In 2020, EVs account for only 4.6%

of global vehicle sales (IEA 2021). Two key barriers to EV adoption are range anxiety and purchase

price (Egbue and Long 2012, Avci et al. 2015). Range anxiety refers to the concern of running out of

power and becoming stranded in an EV (Eberle and Von Helmolt 2010, Garthwaite 2021). Limited

battery capacity, sparse charging infrastructure, and slow charging speed all contribute to range

anxiety. The EV industry attempts to mitigate range anxiety by increasing battery capacities and

deploying charging infrastructure. Whereas a large battery capacity reduces the need for frequent

charging, it also lengthens the charging time; even a Tesla Supercharger, the fastest charging system

widely available, can still take upward of 30 minutes to charge a depleted battery (EnergySage

2021). Additionally, large battery capacities significantly increase EVs’ production costs. In 2021,

the average EV price is around $40,000, 25% higher than conventional vehicles (IEA 2021), and the

battery pack is usually the most expensive component of an EV (Mruzek et al. 2016, Lacey et al.

2017). Pistoia (2010) estimates that over 80% of EVs’ incremental costs compared to conventional

vehicles can be attributed to the battery pack. One can see that the two key barriers to EV

adoption—range anxiety and purchase price—are intrinsically conflicted and pose a challenging

dilemma for EV manufacturers.

An EV startup in China, NIO, addresses this dilemma with a swappable-battery design and a

battery-leasing business model. NIO designs its vehicles to be equipped with swappable batteries

(including between models) that can be exchanged at a swapping station in under 3 minutes

(NIO 2021a), and also invests heavily in swapping stations; for example, NIO had constructed 700

swapping stations in China by the end of 2021 (NIO 2021a), and plans to deploy 4,000 swapping

stations worldwide by 2025 (NIO 2021b). Furthermore, a NIO customer may choose to buy a

vehicle without a battery and pay a monthly fee to lease batteries from NIO. The customer may

charge the battery by him/herself, or exchange a depleted battery with a charged one of the same

capacity at a battery swapping station and pay for the charge level difference.1 NIO describes

this business model as Battery as a Service (BaaS) (NIO 2020). The time to exchange a battery

is comparable to refueling a conventional vehicle at a gas station, which greatly helps alleviate

1 NIO had offered early adopters lifetime free battery exchanges, and still offers up to six free (in terms of electricity)
battery exchanges per month to current customers, but is expected to eventually phase out this perk. We ignore such
perks for simplicity.
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range anxiety. Not having to own a battery also significantly reduces purchase prices of EVs:

NIO’s BaaS customers enjoy CNYU70,000-128,000 (USD$11,000-20,000) off the full-car purchase

price depending on the battery capacity, bringing NIO EVs’ entry price down to CNYU300,000

(USD$47,000).2 The battery-swapping business model was pioneered by Hartford Electric Light

Company through the GeVeCo battery service for electric trucks between 1910 and 1924 (Reuters

2022), and later reignited in 2008 by the now-defunct Better Place; see Girotra et al. (2011) and

Avci et al. (2015) for an analysis of this business model and its environmental impact. Different

from these dedicated battery-swapping service providers, NIO is the first EV manufacturer to

successfully operate its own battery-swapping service, having delivered 167,070 vehicles by the

end of 2021 (NIO 2022). Another example is Gogoro, an electric scooter manufacturer offering a

battery-swapping service that powers 97% of all electric scooters sold in Taiwan for more than

400,000 monthly subscribers (Gogoro 2021).

In addition to addressing range anxiety and reducing purchase prices, the BaaS model provides

further flexibilities and opportunities. NIO currently offers two battery capacity options, 75kWh

and 100kWh. At the time of purchasing the vehicle, a BaaS customer can lease batteries of either

capacity based on his/her need and will exchange depleted batteries with charged ones of the same

capacity. The leased battery capacity is a long-term decision that cannot be easily changed. (NIO

currently does not allow customers to change the lease for a 100kWh battery down to a 75kWh

one; the opposite is allowed, although there is a significant backlog.) Recently, NIO launched

an experimental flexible battery lease program that allows a customer to temporarily upgrade a

75kWh battery to a 100kWh one or downgrade a 100kWh battery to a 75kWh one at set short-

term rates (CnEVPost 2021). This program is intended for non-commute occasions (e.g., weekends

and public holidays) during which some customers leasing low-capacity batteries go on road trips

and have needs for high-capacity batteries, and some customers leasing high-capacity batteries

may rest at home and can live with low-capacity batteries. NIO aims to reallocate customers’

batteries during these occasions through this program and potentially improve overall customer

experience as well as its own profitability. Such a flexible battery lease program poses interesting

and challenging questions to the company. How should it price the temporary battery upgrade

and downgrade options? How much does flexible battery leasing depend on battery reallocation

versus acquisition to meet up/downgrade demands? How does flexible battery leasing impact the

operations of the BaaS model? And can the manufacturer and its customers both benefit from

flexible battery leasing?

2 NIO EC6, https://www.nio.cn/ec6

https://www.nio.cn/ec6
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To address these questions, we develop a game-theoretical model where a mass of BaaS EV cus-

tomers have independent needs for range in two periods representing regular (e.g., daily commute)

and peak (e.g., weekend and holiday road trips) EV usage, and driving an EV with an insufficient

range incurs an inconvenience cost. The manufacturer offers two different battery capacities and

determines the lease rates, peak up/downgrade rates, and additional battery acquisition quantity.

Customers make their regular battery lease decisions after observing only their regular need for

range, and have the option to up/downgrade the leased batteries during the peak period after

learning their peak need for range.

We first analyze the problem assuming non-strategic customers who do not consider

up/downgrading batteries for peak usage when making their regular battery lease decisions. We find

that, in different scenarios, the manufacturer may acquire additional batteries or depend exclusively

on reallocating customers’ batteries to satisfy the peak up/downgrade demands. By comparing

flexible battery leasing with simple battery leasing (without peak up/downgrade options), we find

that the high-capacity battery lease rate may be larger or smaller for flexible than simple battery

leasing; and more crucially, flexible battery leasing can reduce all customers’ total cost in addition

to improving the manufacturer’s profit, leading to win-win outcomes. We then repeat the analysis

for strategic customers who consider up/downgrading their leased batteries during the peak period

when making battery lease decisions. We find the results to be generally consistent with those in

the former case; particularly, flexible battery leasing can still lead to win-win outcomes (increased

manufacturer profit and reduced total customer cost) with strategic customers, although less often

than with non-strategic customers. We then investigate an alternative model with noncommittal

battery acquisition (the manufacturer acquiring batteries after customers’ battery lease decisions),

and show that our results in the base model are largely preserved, although the manufacturer

generally acquires more additional batteries with noncommittal battery acquisition. Finally, we

find that correlated regular and peak needs for range generally reduce the win-win regions, with

negative correlations having a more significant impact. Our findings provide instructive insights for

EV manufacturers adopting the BaaS business model, and highlight the value of flexible battery

leasing enabled by the BaaS model.

In the rest of this paper, we survey the relevant literature in Section 2 and introduce our model

in Section 3. We analyze the model with non-strategic customers in Section 4 and with strategic

customers in Section 5. Section 6 contains an analysis of noncommittal battery acquisition and

numerical studies of a model extension with correlated regular and peak needs for range. Section

7 concludes the paper.
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2. Literature review

There is a growing Operations Management literature on the management and impact of electric

vehicles. Part of the literature takes an industry-level perspective and studies topics such as gov-

ernment incentives and policies (Cohen et al. 2016, Kök et al. 2020, Shi et al. 2021, Yu et al. 2022)

and charging infrastructures (MirHassani and Ebrazi 2013, Widrick et al. 2018, Brandstätter et al.

2020, Zhang et al. 2021). Others consider firm-level operational decisions. Hu et al. (2017) study

alternative-energy vehicle manufacturers’ open-technology strategies for competing technologies

(e.g., lithium-ion batteries versus hydrogen fuel cells). Given EV fleets as virtual power plants,

Kahlen et al. (2018) propose a mixed rental-trading strategy to study potential benefits for the fleet

owner and consumers. Cohen et al. (2015) characterize multiple green technology suppliers’ pricing

and production quantity decisions under various government subsidy mechanisms. More closely

related to our work is the stream of literature on battery swapping/charging networks. Mak et al.

(2013) develop optimization models for battery-swapping infrastructure deploying and conduct

numerical examples to study the impacts of battery standardization and technology development.

Considering both long-term infrastructure investments and short-term expenses, Schneider et al.

(2018) study the optimization problem of operating battery-swapping stations in a network. Val-

ogianni et al. (2020) design an adaptive pricing scheme for grid operators to induce the desired

EV charging demand profile. Based on real-world data from car2go, He et al. (2021) propose a

charging method that can increase EV sharing profit by 15%. By delaying charging until the cost

is lower, Wu et al. (2021) show that substantial cost and emissions savings from smart charging.

Two recent papers are most closely related to our work. Avci et al. (2015) model a battery-

swapping EV system, and compare it with a conventional system (no battery leasing and swapping

option). They show that the battery-swapping system can lead to a higher EV adoption, but also

encourage more driving than the conventional system. They further examine the environmental

impact and find that it cannot always reduce emissions and oil dependence at the same time.

In the presence of range and resale anxieties, Lim et al. (2015) evaluate four business practices

in EV market based on battery ownership and battery charging options, and suggest that the

combinations of battery leasing with enhanced charging service lead to more desirable outcomes

when the level of resale anxiety is high. Although in a similar battery leasing context, our paper

is different to theirs in several aspects. First, we focus on manufacturer’s optimal decisions in

a battery leasing business model, whereas they compare the effectiveness of battery selling and

leasing models. Second, we focus on the flexibility of a battery-leasing model, namely the option
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to temporarily up/downgrade batteries—an element absent in their models. Therefore, our work

complements and grows the literature on the battery-swapping and leasing model.

The battery-leasing model allows an EV manufacturer to become a service provider, and is

thus related to the servicization literature which studies firm selling the use of a product as a

service rather than the product itself (Vandermerwe and Rada 1988, Cohen 2012). The servicization

trend is said to be driven by higher profit margin and stability of income (Wise and Baumgartner

2000), competitive opportunities and advantages (Bustinza et al. 2015), and increasing customer

satisfaction and loyalty (Corrêa et al. 2007). Evaluating secondary data from 477 publicly traded

manufacturing firms, Fang et al. (2008) state that firms with greater service sales achieve higher

firm value in service transition strategies. Guajardo et al. (2012) show that the product reliability is

improved as the component asset ownership is transferred to the firm. Considering profitability and

environmental impact, Örsdemir et al. (2019) state that servicization can be a win-win strategy for

products with a low use impact relative to their production and disposal impacts. Agrawal et al.

(2022) study the business models of leasing and power purchase agreement under investment and

generation subsidies in the solar panel industry. Compared with the existing literature, our study

has a unique focus on the flexibility enabled by servicization and contributes to the growing stream

of research on sustainable business model innovation (Girotra and Netessine 2013). Incidentally,

Altmann and Chu (2001) discuss a new service plan where customers pay a flat rate for basic

service and have access to higher quality service at usage-based rate on occasions when they need,

and empirically show that this proposed service plan benefits both the internet service provider

and customers.

3. Model

We adopt a game-theoretical model to study flexible battery leasing inspired by a similar program

at NIO. Although NIO also sells EVs with batteries, we focus on the BaaS business model and only

consider customers who buy EVs without batteries and lease their batteries from the manufacturer.

Customer need for range. We assume an EV manufacturer to have a unit mass of battery-

leasing customers. For regular use of the EV (e.g., daily commute during week days), we assume

that each customer’s need for range d is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1: d ∼ U [0,1]. In

addition, each customer may also use the EV for occasions outside his/her regular usage; e.g.,

road trips during weekends and public holidays. The need for range during such occasions can

potentially be much greater than the regular need for range. For example, based on GPS data

covering 2,003 travel days, Wang et al. (2015) show that the the average daily traveling distance
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during weekends and public holidays is larger than that on weekdays. In addition, such need

for range differs from trip to trip and cannot be known with certainty until a trip is planned.

Therefore, we refer to the uncertain need for range outside the regular use as a customer’s peak

need for range and denote it by a random variable D ∼ U [0, a] with a > 1. Note that although

we use the term “peak need” and assume it to be statistically larger than the regular need, this

is not necessarily the case for each customer and occasion. For example, a customer may make

long daily commutes but do not go on road trips during weekends and public holidays. Therefore,

we make a key assumption that customers’ regular and peak needs for range are independently

distributed. (Section 6 contains an extension with correlated regular and peak needs for range.) The

observation that customers’ regular and peak needs for range are not perfectly correlated is the

main motivation for NIO’s flexible battery lease program. Finally, we assume that the EV’s overall

usage consists of ρ ∈ (a/(4 + a),1) proportion of regular usage time and 1− ρ proportion of peak

usage time; ρ≤ a/(4 + a) leads to uninteresting cases where no customer would lease low-capacity

batteries. The regular and peak periods are assumed common for all customers because regular

and peak usage is largely determined by the society’s typical workday and holiday schedule.

Customer cost. The EV manufacturer offers two options for its existing EV battery-leasing

customer base—h for high-capacity batteries and l for low-capacity batteries. The high- and low-

capacity batteries offer respective ranges rh > rl at respective lease rates ph > pl per unit time.

Customers have different regular need for range, e.g., depending on their daily commute distances.

For a customer with regular need for range d, we model his/her total cost of leasing type-i∈ {h, l}

batteries for regular usage as (d− ri)+ + pi per unit time. This model implies that if the range

does not meet the customer’s need (ri <d), the customer incurs an inconvenience cost equal to the

range deficiency (d− ri), for example due to excessive battery exchanges. On the other hand, as

long as the range meets the customer’s need (ri ≥ d), s/he does not incur an inconvenience cost

((d−ri)+ = 0). Note that this customer cost model does not include the electricity cost, because the

same electricity cost is incurred in all cases and does not affect any decision making or comparison.

We assume a/2≤ rh ≤ a to rule out uninteresting cases; a shorter range rh would lead to trivial

outcomes due to a lack of differentiation, and a longer range rh would exceed even the highest peak

need for range (recall that D≤ a). To simplify the analysis, we assume rl = 0 and normalize pl = 0.

Assuming rl = 0 implies that low-capacity batteries exactly meet the lowest regular need for range

(recall that d≥ 0). We can normalize pl = 0 because a customer must lease batteries for the vehicle

to be useful, and thus pl is a baseline cost to which ph is compared. Under these simplifications,

a customer’s total cost of leasing low-capacity batteries for regular usage per unit time is simply
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his/her need for range d. His/her total cost of leasing high-capacity batteries for regular usage per

unit time is (d− rh)+ + ph.

The EV manufacturer also offers up/downgrade options for peak usage. We denote the upgrade

rate by p̄h per unit time, which means that a customer leasing low-capacity batteries can switch

to high-capacity batteries for peak usage and pay p̄h per unit time instead of the lease rate pl = 0.

Similarly, we denote the downgrade rate by p̄l per unit time, which means that a customer leasing

high-capacity batteries can switch to low-capacity batteries for peak usage and pay p̄l per unit time

instead of the lease rate ph.3 One can see that a customer’s total cost of peak usage depends not

only on his/her peak need for range D and the type of installed battery h or l, but also on his/her

regular lease type h or l. We list a customer’s total cost of peak usage per unit time in Table 1. Note

that we allow p̄l < 0(= pl), namely a customer giving up his/her high-capacity batteries during

peak usage may receive a discount for temporarily operating the EV with low-capacity batteries.

Peak battery

Leased battery h l

h (D− rh)+ + ph D+ p̄l

l (D− rh)+ + p̄h D

Table 1 Customer costs of peak usage per unit time for varying leased and peak battery types

Manufacturer and customer decisions. In practice, regular and peak usage occurs cyclically.

To capture customers’ long-term average EV usage costs, we consider a two-period model with

a regular period followed by a peak period. In the regular period, the manufacturer chooses the

lease rate for high-capacity batteries, ph (recall that the lease rate for low-capacity batteries is

normalized to pl = 0). We require ph <min(1, rh), otherwise no customer will lease high-capacity

batteries. Each customer then realizes his/her regular need for range d from distribution U [0,1]

and chooses to lease high- or low-capacity batteries. In the peak period, the manufacturer chooses

the up/downgrade rates p̄h and p̄l. Each customer then realizes his/her peak need for range D

from distribution U [0, a], a > 1 (independent of his/her regular need for range d) and chooses to

either keep the leased batteries or up/downgrade to batteries of the different capacity to minimize

his/her total cost of peak usage (see Table 1).

3 For expositional simplicity, we model the up/downgrade rates as absolute rates that replace the lease rates; NIO
actually implements the up/downgrade rates as incremental rates on top of lease rates.
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Aside from choosing ph, p̄h and p̄l, the manufacturer makes an additional decision of battery

acquisition: there must be sufficient batteries to meet customer demand and fill pipeline and transit

inventories for charging and relocation. For simplicity, in our analysis, we ignore the pipeline and

transit battery inventories and only consider the battery requirement to directly satisfy customer

needs. (We refer the reader interested in spare battery inventory management in the operation

of a battery swapping network to Avci et al. 2015 who comprehensively study this subject.) We

denote the acquisition cost of a type-i ∈ {h, l} battery by ci and normalize cl = 0. We further

assume ch ≤ (1− ρ)(2rh− a), otherwise no customer will upgrade to high-capacity batteries in the

peak period. Note that we allow ch to be a free parameter independent of the range offered by

high-capacity batteries, rh. This assumption captures the reality that both battery technologies

and EV energy efficiencies are undergoing rapid developments, which means that the manufacturer

may improve an EV’s range without increasing the battery cost, or reduce the battery cost without

affecting the range. For example, the promising solid-state batteries are expected to improve the

EV range by 50-80% while reducing the battery cost by 17% compared with the current lithium-ion

batteries (Kimani 2022).

In the current EV industry, batteries are generally in short supply (Motavalli 2021, Bove 2022),

and thus the battery acquisition decision is usually planned well ahead and not easily adjustable.

Therefore, in this base model, we assume that the manufacturer commits to the battery acquisition

decision. Technically, this means that the battery acquisition decision is made in the regular period

prior to any customer decisions. Note that in practice, regular and peak usage occurs cyclically.

Therefore, this assumption should not be understood literally as about timing, but rather represents

that the manufacturer commits to its battery acquisition decision and would not be swayed by any

customer decisions. If the manufacturer can and is willing to adjust its battery acquisition decision

based on customer decisions, then this decision should be modeled as occurring during the peak

period, which we will study in Section 6.1. Figure 1 illustrates the timeline of our base model.

Regular period Peak period

Manufacturer chooses
ph and Qh

Regular need for range
d realized

Customers lease
type-{h, l} batteries

Manufacturer chooses
p̄h and p̄l

Peak need for range
D realized

Customers keep or
up/downgrade batteries

Figure 1 Sequence of events
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4. Analysis with non-strategic customers

We first analyze the model assuming that, when making their battery lease decisions, customers

consider the expected costs of using their leased batteries for peak usage but not the options of

up/downgrading batteries. We refer to such customers as being non-strategic. There are two reasons

why we consider non-strategic customers. First, practical customers may lack the sophistication to

fully account for the up/downgrading options when making battery lease decisions. For example,

based on a large-scale natural experiment, Gillingham et al. (2021) empirically find that customers

largely act myopically with respect to future fuel costs in their (conventional) vehicle purchase

decisions, and show their myopia to be highly robust for a wide range of valuation assumptions. In

the air-travel industry, Li et al. (2014) empirically estimate that 80-95% (the interquartile range)

of customers do not strategically delaying purchases of airline tickets. Furthermore, NIO’s flexible

battery lease program is a relatively recent experiment, and the vast majority of NIO’s current

BaaS customers had made their battery lease decisions before this program existed. In Section 5,

we also analyze the model with strategic customers.

We analyze the model by backward induction. First, assuming the manufacturer’s pricing deci-

sions (high-capacity battery lease rate in the regular period and up/downgrade rates in the peak

period), and letting τ denote the regular-period low-capacity battery lease volume, we derive cus-

tomers’ optimal battery up/downgrade decisions in the peak period based on their peak-period

costs (see Table 1). All non-trivial proofs are relegated to the Appendix.

Lemma 1. Given the up/downgrade rates p̄h and p̄l and the regular-period low-capacity battery

lease volume τ , the peak-period upgrade volume is τ(a − p̄h)/a if p̄h ≤ rh or 0 if p̄h > rh, and

the downgrade volume is (1− τ)(ph − p̄l)/a if p̄l ∈ [ph − rh, ph], or 1− τ if p̄l < ph − rh, or 0 if

p̄l > ph. Note that p̄h ≤ rh ≤ a guarantees a non-negative upgrade volume. The non-negativity of the

downgrade volume is straightforward.

To avoid trivial cases, we focus on the cases of p̄h ≤ rh and ph − rh ≤ p̄l ≤ ph which induce

interior (non-boundary) up/downgrade volumes in the subsequent consideration of the battery

lease decisions. When non-strategic customers make their battery lease decisions, they are not

aware of their exact peak need for range D. Therefore, they consider peak usage in expectation

and compare the total expected cost of leasing low-capacity batteries, ρd+ (1− ρ)E[D], with that

of leasing high-capacity batteries, ph +ρ(d−rh)+ +(1−ρ)E[(D−rh)+]. Lemma 2 characterizes the

high- and low-capacity battery lease volumes with non-strategic customers.
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Lemma 2. Non-strategic customers with regular need for range d > [2aph − (1 − ρ)rh(2a −

rh)]/[2aρ] lease high-capacity batteries and the rest lease low-capacity batteries. The high- and low-

capacity battery lease volumes are respectively [2a(ρ− ph) + (1− ρ)rh(2a− rh)]/[2aρ] and [2aph −

(1− ρ)rh(2a− rh)]/[2aρ].

Lemma 2 shows that the regular low-capacity (high-capacity) lease volume increases (decreases)

in the lease rate ph. We next investigate the firm’s pricing and battery acquisition decisions based on

the optimal customer decisions characterized in Lemmas 1-2. We first analyze the manufacturer’s

optimal simple battery lease program (without peak up/downgrade options) as a benchmark, and

then analyze the optimal flexible battery lease program and compare it with the former benchmark

to identify the impact of the up/downgrade flexibility.

4.1. Benchmark: simple battery leasing

In this benchmark, the manufacturer optimizes the lease rate ph without battery up/downgrade

options, and the customers use their leased batteries during the peak period. Proposition 1 presents

the optimal lease rate (with superscript b denoting benchmark) to maximize the manufacturer’s

profit (1− τ)(ph− ch) where τ is as characterized in Lemma 2.

Proposition 1. The optimal simple battery lease program with non-strategic customers has

pbh = [(1−ρ)(2arh−r2
h)+2a(ch+ρ)]/(4a) and the manufacturer’s maximized profit is [(1−ρ)(2arh−

r2
h)− 2a(ch − ρ)]2/(16ρa2). The low-capacity battery lease volume is τ b = [(1− ρ)r2

h + 2a(ch − (1−

ρ)rh + ρ)]/(4aρ) and all customers’ total cost is shown in the proof.

Intuitively, the high-capacity battery lease rate pbh increases in the peak need for range a, battery

range rh, and battery cost ch. By contrast, as the proportion of regular usage ρ increases, the

lease rate pbh for high-capacity batteries increases if they offer a range too small (rh ≤ 1) or too

large for the need (rh > 1 and a < r2
h/(2rh − 2)); otherwise, pbh decreases in ρ. As a result, the

low-capacity battery lease volume τ b decreases in a, rh, increases in ch, and may both increase (if

a< r2
h/(2rh− 2ch) ) and decrease (otherwise) in ρ.

4.2. Flexible battery leasing

Now we consider a flexible battery lease program with up/downgrade options in the peak period.

The optimal peak up/downgrade volumes τ(a− p̄h)/a and (1− τ)(ph − p̄l)/a in Lemma 1 imply

an additional acquisition of high-capacity batteries Qh
.
= [τ(a − p̄h)/a − (1 − τ)(ph − p̄l)/a]+ to

satisfy the peak-period demand. In principle, the manufacturer may also acquire additional low-

capacity batteries. However, because the need for range in the peak period is statistically larger
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than that in the regular period, it is straightforward to verify that the manufacturer will never

acquire additional low-capacity batteries at the optimal solution.

We first solve for the manufacturer’s optimal peak-period up/downgrade rates p̄h and p̄l for

given lease rate ph and additional battery acquisition quantity Qh. The manufacturer’s peak-period

problem is to maximize its profit subject to the battery acquisition requirement:

max
p̄h,p̄l

(1− τ)ph + (1− τ)(p̄l− ph)(ph− p̄l)/a+ τ p̄h(a− p̄h)/a− ch(1− τ +Qh),

s.t. (1− τ)(ph− p̄l)/a+Qh = τ(a− p̄h)/a. (1)

The following lemma presents the manufacturer’s optimal up/downgrade rates.

Lemma 3. For given τ, ph and Qh, the manufacturer’s optimal peak-period up/downgrade rates

are respectively p̄∗h(τ, ph,Qh) = a(1 + τ − 2Qh)/2 and p̄∗l (τ, ph,Qh) = ph + a(2Qh− τ)/2. The manu-

facturer’s maximized peak-period profit is [(1− τ)ph− ch(1− τ +Qh) + a(τ − (2Qh− τ)2)/4].

We then consider the manufacturer’s regular-period decisions. The manufacturer chooses the

lease rate ph and the high-capacity battery acquisition quantity Qh to maximize its two-period

total profit:

max
ph,Qh

(1− τ)ph + (1− ρ)[a(τ − (2Qh− τ)2)/4]− ch(1− τ +Qh). (2)

Solving Problem (2) with τ as characterized in Lemma 2 yields the following proposition (with

superscript n denoting non-strategic).

Proposition 2. The manufacturer’s optimal decisions with non-strategic customers are:

• If ch < (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)],

Qn
h =

a2(1− ρ)2 + 2((1− ρ)2r2
h− 4ρch) + 2a(1− ρ)(ch + 2ρ− 2(1− ρ)rh)

16aρ(1− ρ)
> 0,

pnh = [a(1− ρ) + 2ch− 2(1− ρ)r2
h/a+ 4(ρ+ (1− ρ)rh))]/8,

p̄nh = (a+ch/(1−ρ))/2, p̄nl = [a(1−ρ)−2(1−ρ)r2
h/a−2ch(1+ρ)/(1−ρ)+4(ρ+(1−ρ)rh)]/8.

• Otherwise,

Qn
h = 0, pnh =

a2(1− ρ)[2(1− ρ)rh− ρ]− 2ρ(1− ρ)r2
h + a[4ρ(1− ρ)rh + 4ρ(ch + ρ)− r2

h(1− ρ)2]

2a[4ρ+ (1− ρ)a]
,

p̄nh =
(1− ρ)(3a2 + 2r2

h− 4arh) + 4a(ch + 3ρ)

16ρ+ 4a(1− ρ)
,

p̄nl =
(1− ρ)(a3− 4ρr2

h + 8aρrh) + 2arh(1− ρ)(2− ρ)(2a− rh)− 2a2(2ch + ρ+ ρ2) + 8aρ(ch + ρ)

4a[4ρ+ (1− ρ)a]
.
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The threshold for ch increases in a and decreases in ρ and rh. The manufacturer’s maximum profit

is included in the proof.

Proposition 2 fully characterizes the manufacturer’s optimal decisions with non-strategic cus-

tomers. Overall, the manufacturer may employ two different strategies to meet the peak upgrade

demand. When the battery cost is sufficiently low (ch < (1−ρ)[(1−ρ)(a2 +2r2
h−4arh)+4aρ)]/[8ρ−

2a(1− ρ)]), the manufacturer would acquire additional high-capacity batteries (Qn
h > 0) to com-

plement reallocating customers’ high-capacity batteries. Otherwise, the manufacturer would not

acquire additional high-capacity batteries and exclusively depend on reallocating customers’ high-

capacity batteries. The cost threshold to distinguish these two cases, (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h −

4arh) + 4aρ)]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)], increases in a and decreases in rh and ρ. In other words, the manu-

facturer is more likely to acquire additional batteries for higher peak need for range a, and lower

battery range rh and proportion of regular usage ρ. Higher peak need for range, lower battery range

and lower proportion of regular usage all point to customers’ higher demand for high-capacity bat-

teries, and it is intuitive that the manufacturer should acquire additional high-capacity batteries

in such cases. The next corollary provides further insights into these strategies.

Corollary 1. With non-strategic customers, when the manufacturer acquires additional high-

capacity batteries (Qn
h > 0), the peak downgrade rate is always positive (p̄nl > 0). When Qn

h = 0,

p̄nl < 0 if and only if a > 2ρ and ch > [4ρ((1− ρ)rh + ρ)− (1− ρ)(a3 + 4ρr2
h)/(2a) + (2arh− r2

h)(2−

3ρ+ ρ2)− aρ(1 + ρ)]/[2(a− 2ρ)].

Recall that we assume the peak need for range to be statistically larger than the regular need for

range (a > 1), and normalize the regular lease rate for low-capacity batteries to be zero (pl = 0).

Corollary 1 shows that when the manufacturer acquires additional high-capacity batteries, the peak

downgrade rate for low-capacity batteries is higher than the regular lease rate for low-capacity

batteries. Given that the peak need for range is statistically larger than the regular need for range,

charging higher short-term rates for peak usage is reasonable. However, when the manufacturer does

not acquire additional high-capacity batteries, the peak downgrade rate for low-capacity batteries

may be negative, indicating a discount on the regular lease rate for low-capacity batteries despite

statistically higher peak need for range. This distinction clearly shows that the manufacturer may

either depend on acquiring additional high-capacity batteries to meet peak demand, in which case

the up/downgrade rates are not severely distorted; or exclusively depend on reallocating customers’

batteries to meet peak demand, in which case the short-term rate for low-capacity batteries (peak
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downgrade rate) may be heavily discounted to incentivize customers to share their unused high-

capacity batteries with others in need.

We then compare parameter sensitivities of flexible battery leasing with non-strategic customers

(Proposition 2) with those of simple battery leasing (Proposition 1). It is straightforward to observe

that the manufacturer’s sole common decision for simple and flexible battery leasing, the optimal

high-capacity battery lease rate ph, increases in a, ch, and rh in both cases. However, ph increases

faster in the peak need for range a and slower in the battery cost ch for flexible battery leasing

than for simple battery leasing; in other words, the lease rate is more sensitive to the peak need

and less sensitive to the cost in the former case than the latter. This is because a customer leasing

high-capacity batteries can recoup part of the cost by downgrading to a low-capacity battery in

the peak period which is more likely to happen for higher peak needs. Similarly, ph may increase

and decrease in the proportion of regular usage ρ for both flexible and simple battery leasing, but

more often decreases in ρ in the former case than the latter, because with more regular usage,

the manufacturer increasingly prefers to incentivize high-capacity battery leasing and reallocating

these batteries to meet peak upgrade demand, than to acquire additional batteries. By contrast,

the low-capacity battery lease volume τ may increase in a for flexible battery leasing because the

manufacturer may resort to additional high-capacity battery acquisition to meet peak upgrade

demand, but always decreases in a for simple battery leasing. This is particularly the case for

larger peak need for range and costlier high-capacity batteries; in these cases, there is greater peak-

period need for high-capacity batteries but fewer customers leasing them in the regular period, and

stronger incentives are needed to reallocate limited high-capacity batteries for peak usage.

Since simple battery leasing is a special case of flexible battery leasing (with sufficiently high

up/downgrade rates), it is straightforward that the latter always (weakly) improves the manufac-

turer’s profit compared with the former. What is not straightforward is how the optimal high-

capacity battery lease rate and volume compare across the two cases, and whether flexible battery

leasing can reduce all customers’ total cost. For all customers’ total cost, we do not perform a

full comparison due to the problem’s complexity, but instead focus on a set of sufficient condi-

tions where flexible battery leasing reduces all customers’ total cost compared with simple battery

leasing and thus yields win-win outcomes for the manufacturer and all customers.

Proposition 3. Comparing simple and flexible battery leasing with non-strategic customers:

• If the manufacturer acquires additional high-capacity batteries,

(i) the high-capacity battery lease rate ph and the low-capacity battery lease volume τ are

larger for flexible than simple battery leasing if and only if a> 2ch/(1− ρ);
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(ii) all customers’ total cost is lower for flexible than simple battery leasing if rh and ch are

sufficiently large, a is sufficiently small and ch is sufficiently large, or ρ is sufficiently

large.

• Otherwise,

(i) the high-capacity battery lease rate ph and the low-capacity battery lease volume τ are

always smaller for flexible than simple battery leasing;

(ii) all customers’ total cost is lower for flexible than simple battery leasing if rh is sufficiently

large and ch is sufficiently small, a and ch are sufficiently small, or ρ is sufficiently large

and a is sufficiently small.

Proposition 3 characterizes the impact of flexible battery leasing. When the manufacturer

acquires additional high-capacity batteries, flexible battery leasing causes increased regular high-

capacity battery lease rates which force more customers to upgrade their batteries for peak usage

when the peak need for range is sufficiently large in order to improve its profitability. When the

manufacturer does not acquire additional high-capacity batteries, flexible battery leasing causes

reduced regular high-capacity battery lease rates which incentivize customers to lease high-capacity

batteries and potentially share it with others in need during the peak period.

More crucially, Proposition 3 shows that, regardless of whether the manufacturer acquires addi-

tional batteries, flexible battery leasing can improve all customers’ total cost compared with simple

battery leasing and thus yield a win-win outcome considering that it always improves the manufac-

turer’s profit. The win-win outcomes tend to occur when the proportion of regular usage time (ρ)

is large, high-capacity batteries offer a large range (rh), and the peak need for range (a) is small. A

larger high-capacity battery range, proportion of regular usage time, and lower peak need for range

all point to high-capacity batteries offering a generous range relative to customers’ need. This is

an encouraging observation given that EV manufacturers such as NIO are making great efforts

to improve their high-end models’ ranges (InsideEVs 2021) and thus are more likely to achieve

win-win outcomes when adopting flexible battery leasing.

5. Analysis with strategic customers

So far we have analyzed the model with non-strategic customers considering both empirical evidence

and the fact that flexible battery leasing is relatively new. On the other hand, once flexible battery

leasing becomes prevalent and well-understood by customers, they may be better able to account

for the peak up/downgrade options when making their battery lease decisions. In this section, we

analyze the model with such strategic customers.
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When strategic customers make their battery lease decisions, they anticipate their expected peak-

period costs given their leased battery types and the manufacturer’s peak up/downgrade rates,

which are denoted by E[ci(D)], i= h, l and derived in the proof of Proposition 3. They compare

the total expected cost of leasing low-capacity batteries batteries, ρd+ (1− ρ)E[cl(D)], with that

of leasing high-capacity batteries, ρ[ph + (d− rh)+] + (1− ρ)E[ch(D)]. Lemma 4 characterizes the

high- and low-capacity battery lease volumes with strategic customers.

Lemma 4. With strategic customers, the high- and low-capacity battery lease volumes are respec-

tively [2a(ρ− ph) + (1− ρ)((ph − p̄l)2 + 2ap̄h − p̄2
h)]/[2aρ] and [2aph − (1− ρ)((ph − p̄l)2 + 2ap̄h −

p̄2
h)]/[2aρ].

Because simple battery leasing (no peak up/downgrade options) with strategic customers is

identical to that with non-strategic customers, we can continue using the results in Proposition 1 as

the benchmark to study the impact of the up/downgrade flexibility. Next we analyze flexible battery

leasing with strategic customers. The manufacturer’s peak-period decisions are the same as those in

Lemma 3, and the manufacturer chooses the high-capacity battery lease rate ph and the acquisition

quantity Qh to maximize its two-period total profit as in Problem (2). We insert the optimal peak

up/downgrade rates of Lemma 3 into the low-capacity battery lease volume of Lemma 4 to obtain

the equilibrium low-capacity battery lease volume τ = (a(1− ρ)(4Qh− 3) + 8ph)/(2a(1− ρ) + 8ρ),

with which we can finally solve Problem (2). The manufacturer’s optimal decisions with strategic

customers are characterized in the following proposition (with superscript s denoting strategic).

Proposition 4. The manufacturer’s optimal decisions with strategic customers are:

• If ch <a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ))],

Qs
h =

8a(1− ρ)(ch + ρ)− 5a2(1− ρ)2− 32ρch
4a(1− ρ)[16ρ− a(1− ρ)]

> 0,

psh = [2a(1− ρ)(10ρ− ch)− a2(1− ρ)2 + 8ρ(3ch + 4ρ)]/[64ρ− 4a(1− ρ)],

p̄sh = [4a(1− ρ)(10ρ− ch)− a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρch]/[4(1− ρ)(16ρ− a(1− ρ))],

p̄sl =
2a(1− ρ)[ch + ρ(6 + ch)− 10ρ2]− a2(2− ρ)(1− ρ)2 + 8ρ[4ρ(1− ρ)− (1 + 3ρ)ch]

4(1− ρ)[16ρ− a(1− ρ)]
.

• Otherwise,

Qs
h = 0, psh =

13a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρ(ch + ρ) + 4a(1− ρ)(2ch + 9ρ)

32a(1− ρ) + 64ρ
,

p̄sh =
a[9a(1− ρ) + 8(ch + 3ρ)]

16a(1− ρ) + 32ρ
, p̄sl =

32ρ(ch + ρ) + 4aρ(5− 9ρ)− 8ach(1 + ρ) + a2(1− ρ)(11− 13ρ)

32a(1− ρ) + 64ρ
.
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The threshold for ch first increases then decreases in a and ρ, and is invariant of rh. The manu-

facturer’s maximum profit is included in the proof.

Similar to the case with non-strategic customers (Proposition 2), the manufacturer would acquire

additional high-capacity batteries (Qs
h > 0) if their cost is sufficiently low (ch <a(1−ρ)[8ρ−5a(1−

ρ)]/[8(4ρ − a(1 − ρ))]); otherwise, the manufacturer would not acquire additional high-capacity

batteries and exclusively depend on reallocating customers’ high-capacity batteries to meet the

peak upgrade demand. Interestingly, with strategic customers, the threshold for ch beyond which

the manufacturer would acquire additional high-capacity batteries behaves differently from that

with non-strategic customers (see Figure 2). Specifically, Proposition 2 states that the threshold

increases in a and decreases in ρ and rh with non-strategic customers, whereas Proposition 4 states

that the threshold first increases then decreases in a and ρ, and is invariant of rh. As a result, with

strategic customers, the manufacturer does not acquire additional high-capacity batteries when the

peak need for range—in terms of either the range itself (a) or the proportion of peak usage time

(1− ρ) is sufficiently large—which is not the case with non-strategic customers. This is because,

with sufficiently large peak need for range, many strategic customers are comfortable with leasing

high-capacity batteries for regular usage as they know that even if they do not need high-capacity

batteries in the peak period, there will be plenty of battery upgrade demand with which they

can recoup part of the cost; as a result, the manufacturer does not need to acquire additional

high-capacity batteries. On the other hand, for small a and large ρ values, the manufacturer’s

battery acquisition strategies with non-strategic and strategic customers are similar because the

EV usage in the peak period is insignificant. Finally, with non-strategic customers, the high-

capacity battery range rh affects the manufacturer’s battery acquisition strategy through the low-

capacity battery lease volume τ (see Lemma 2); with strategic customers, τ = (a(1−ρ)(4Qh−3) +

8ph)/(2a(1−ρ)+8ρ) (see the proof of Proposition 4) is invariant of rh and so is the manufacturer’s

battery acquisition strategy. In this case, the customers’ strategic consideration of peak-period

up/downgrading completely drives their regular-period battery lease decisions.

The next corollary provides further insights into these strategies with strategic customers.

Corollary 2. With strategic customers, when the manufacturer acquires additional high-

capacity batteries (Qs
h > 0), the peak downgrade rate is negative if and only if a > 2ρ and ch >

[12ρa+(5ρ−2)a2 +4(8−8a−a2)ρ2 +(20a+a2−32)ρ3]/[8ρ+24ρ2−2a+2aρ2]. When Qs
h = 0, p̄sl < 0

if and only if a> 4ρ/(1 + ρ) and ch > [32ρ2 + 4aρ(5− 9ρ) + a2(11− 24ρ+ 13ρ2)]/[8(a− 4ρ+ aρ)].
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Non-strategic customers Strategic customers
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Note. The parameter values are (left) rh = 1.1, ρ= 0.7, a∈ [1.2,3];

(middle) a= 2, rh = 1.5, ρ∈ [0.6,0.9]; (right) a= 2, ρ= 0.6, rh ∈ [1.2,1.8].

Figure 2 Cost threshold for additional battery acquisition for varying a, ρ and rh

Corollary 2 with strategic customers differs from Corollary 1 with non-strategic customers in that,

even when the manufacturer acquires additional high-capacity batteries, the peak downgrade rate

can still be negative for large peak need for range a and high-capacity battery cost ch, whereas it is

always positive with non-strategic customers. The negative peak downgrade rate, which incentivizes

customers to share their high-capacity batteries during peak period, is driven by two factors. On

the one hand, when batteries are costly, the manufacture’s battery acquisition will be limited in

scale. On the other hand, with sufficiently large peak need for range, many strategic customers

are comfortable with leasing high-capacity batteries. The latter effect is absent with non-strategic

customers, which explains why the manufacturer may acquire additional batteries and implement

a negative downgrade rate at the same time with strategic customers.

We then compare parameter sensitivities of flexible battery leasing with strategic customers

(Proposition 4) with those of simple battery leasing (Proposition 1), which exhibits several simi-

larities to those with non-strategic customers (see the relevant discussion following Proposition 2).

For example, with strategic customers, ph once again increases faster in the peak need for range

a and slower in the battery cost ch for flexible battery leasing than for simple battery leasing. By

contrast, with strategic customers, the low-capacity battery lease volume τ always decreases in a,

whereas with non-strategic customers it may increase in a.

The following proposition characterizes the impact of flexible battery leasing with strategic

customers.

Proposition 5. Comparing simple and flexible battery leasing with strategic customers:

• If the manufacturer acquires additional high-capacity batteries,

(i) the high-capacity battery lease rate ph and the low-capacity battery lease volume τ are

always larger for flexible than simple battery leasing;
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(ii) all customers’ total cost is higher for flexible than simple battery leasing if rh and ch are

sufficiently large.

• Otherwise,

(i) the high-capacity battery lease rate ph and the low-capacity battery lease volume τ are

smaller for flexible than simple battery leasing if rh and ch are sufficiently large;

(ii) all customers’ total cost is lower for flexible than simple battery leasing if rh is sufficiently

large, a is sufficiently small, or ρ is sufficiently large.

Comparing Propositions 3 and 5, one can immediately see that the impacts of flexible bat-

tery leasing on the battery lease rate and volumes are qualitatively consistent with non-strategic

and strategic customers. When not acquiring additional high-capacity batteries, flexible battery

leasing with strategic customers may also reduce all customers’ total cost under qualitatively sim-

ilar conditions as with non-strategic customers.4 On the other hand, when acquiring additional

high-capacity batteries, we are unable to identify sufficient conditions for flexible battery leas-

ing to reduce all customers’ total cost with strategic customers as we did in Propositions 3 with

non-strategic customers. Nevertheless, in our numerical studies, we find that the manufacturer

rarely acquire additional high-capacity batteries with strategic customers; therefore, practically

speaking, the model outcomes with strategic customers remain qualitatively similar to those with

non-strategic customers. This will become evident in our numerical studies.

5.1. Numerical studies

In this section, we perform numerical studies to complement the analyses in previous sections.

First, we focus on the model outcomes. Figure 3 illustrates the manufacturer’s decisions, profit,

and all customers’ total cost for varying a, ch and ρ for simple battery leasing5, as well as flexible

battery leasing with non-strategic and strategic customers. Note that the manufacturer’s decisions

p̄h, p̄l and Qh are irrelevant for simple battery leasing and thus absent in certain plots.

One can immediately observe that the model outcomes with non-strategic and strategic cus-

tomers are mostly consistent. One notable exception is that the peak downgrade rate p̄l with

strategic customers decreases in a whereas that with non-strategic customers increases in a (see Fig-

ure 3(a)). Another observation is that, with strategic customers, the manufacturer never acquires

4 Unlike with non-strategic customers, flexible battery leasing is not in principle guaranteed to weakly increase the
manufacturer’s profit with strategic customers; therefore, reducing all customers’ total cost does not guarantee a
win-win outcome. Nevertheless, in all of our numerical experiments, we have observed flexible battery leasing with
strategic customers to increase the manufacturer’s profit.

5 Recall from the discussion following Proposition 4 that the manufacturer’s decisions with strategic customers do
not depend on rh. As such, we omit the impact of rh to save space.
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Figure 3 Outcomes for simple and flexible battery leasing with non-strategic and strategic customers
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additional batteries (Qh = 0) in our numerical experiments. In fact, these two observations are

related. As discussed following Proposition 4, with sufficiently high peak need for range a, many

strategic customers are comfortable with leasing high-capacity batteries, and the manufacturer

accordingly depends more heavily on reallocating these customers’ unused high-capacity batteries

rather than acquiring additional batteries to meet upgrade demands. As such, the manufacturer

reduces p̄l to help incentivize customers with high-capacity batteries to downgrade to low-capacity

batteries in the peak period and free up more high-capacity batteries for reallocation.

We can make a few more interesting observations. The high-capacity battery lease rate ph

increases in the proportion of regular usage time ρ for simple battery leasing but deceases in ρ

for flexible battery leasing with both non-strategic and strategic customers. This observation is

consistent with our discussion following Proposition 2. Figure 3(b) includes a switch from acquiring

additional high-capacity batteries to not acquiring them with non-strategic customers, leading to

kinky price curves. The manufacturer’s profit for flexible battery leasing with non-strategic and

strategic customers are generally similar, although both are higher than the case of simple battery

leasing. By contrast, strategic customers’ total cost is generally larger than that of non-strategic

customers, and either may exceed that for simple battery leasing. Therefore, the improved efficiency

of flexible battery leasing primarily benefits the manufacturer, and strategic customers actually

reduce flexible battery leasing’s efficiency gain compared with non-strategic customers.

Next, we focus on the parameter regions where flexible battery leasing increases the manufac-

turer’s profit and reduces all customers’ total cost compared with simple battery leasing, namely

the win-win regions. Because these regions exist in a four-dimensional parameter space (rh, ch, a

and ρ), Figure 4 presents the win-win regions with non-strategic and strategic customers in two

pairs of parameters.

In Figure 4, one can clearly see that the win-win regions consistently occur for large rh, ch, ρ

and small a values with both non-strategic and strategic customers. Among these parameters, the

proportion of regular usage ρ is largely exogenous. On the other hand, a battery’s range rh and

cost ch are both correlated with its capacity, and are usually compared relative to customers’ peak

need for range which is upper-bounded by a. Therefore, large rh, ch and small a all point to high-

capacity batteries relative to the need. As we noted following Proposition 3, EV manufacturers

such as NIO are making great efforts to increase their high-end models’ ranges capacities, which

increases the likelihood of flexible battery lease programs yielding win-win outcomes regardless

of non-strategic or strategic customers. Overall, the win-win regions for strategic customers are

smaller than those for non-strategic customers. As we noted following Figure 3, strategic customers
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Figure 4 Win-win regions of flexible battery leasing

tend to reduce flexible battery leasing’s efficiency gain compared with non-strategic customers,

which is not uncommon in game-theoretical models. Accordingly, the fact that real-life customers

are usually not highly sophisticated decision makers lends favorably to the likelihood of flexible

battery leasing yielding win-win outcomes.

6. Extensions

In this section, we investigate a number of model extensions to check the robustness of our base

model’s results and yield additional insights that may be relevant in future or alternative scenarios.

6.1. Noncommittal battery acquisition

In the base model, we assumed that the manufacturer can commit to the battery acquisition

decision, which technically means that Qh was determined in the regular period (see Figure 1). This

assumption was partly driven by the fact that, in the current EV industry, batteries are generally

in short supply, and thus battery acquisition needs to be planned well ahead and is not easily

adjustable. However, it is perceivable that, as the EV industry matures, batteries may become a

commodity with ample supply, and an EV manufacturer may be able and willing to adapt battery

acquisition to customer decisions. Therefore, in this section, we analyze an alternative model with
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noncommittal battery acquisition. Technically, this means that the battery acquisition decision is

made during the peak period6 (see Figure 5).

Regular period Peak period

Manufacturer chooses
ph

Regular need for range
d realized

Customers lease
type-{h, l} batteries

Manufacturer chooses
p̄h, p̄l and Qh

Peak need for range
D realized

Customers keep or
up/downgrade batteries

Figure 5 Sequence of events with noncommittal battery acquisition

First, note that non-strategic customers do not react to the manufacturer’s battery acquisition

decision (which affects the peak-period up/downgrade market that non-strategic customers do

not consider). Therefore, the alternative timing of the battery acquisition decision does not affect

non-strategic customers, and we only need to analyze the alternative model with strategic cus-

tomers. The following proposition characterizes the manufacturer’s optimal decisions with strategic

customers and noncommittal battery acquisition (with superscript t denoting “noncommittal”).

Proposition 6. When additional high-capacity battery quantity is chosen in the peak period,

the manufacturer’s optimal decisions with strategic customers, are:

• If ch <a(1− ρ)/2,

Qt
h = [a(1− ρ)(2ch + ρ(8 + a)− a)− 16ρch]/[32aρ(1− ρ)]> 0, pth = [6ch + 5a(1− ρ) + 8ρ]/16,

p̄th = [a+ ch/(1− ρ)]/2, p̄tl = [ch(6− 8/(1− ρ)) + 5a(1− ρ) + 8ρ]/16.

• Otherwise,

Qt
h = 0, pth =

13a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρ(ch + ρ) + 4a(1− ρ)(2ch + 9ρ)

32a(1− ρ) + 64ρ
,

p̄th =
a[9a(1− ρ) + 8(ch + 3ρ)]

16a(1− ρ) + 32ρ
, p̄tl =

32ρ(ch + ρ) + 4aρ(5− 9ρ)− 8ach(1 + ρ) + a2(1− ρ)(11− 13ρ)

32a(1− ρ) + 64ρ
.

The threshold for ch increases in a and decreases in ρ. The manufacturer’s maximum profit is

included in the proof.

6 Because customer decisions in the peak period are completely determined by the regular period outcome and the
up/downgrade rates, it does not matter whether the manufacturer’s battery acquisition decision is made before or
after the customers’ up/downgrade decisions; we nominally assume that the manufacturer makes all peak-period
decisions at once.
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By comparing Propositions 4 and 6, one can immediately see that noncommittal battery acqui-

sition does not qualitatively affect the model behavior. It is also intuitive that the manufacturer’s

optimal decisions when not acquiring additional high-capacity batteries are identical with commit-

ted and noncommittal battery acquisition. We next inspect the quantitative differences between

Propositions 4 and 6.

Corollary 3. With strategic customers, the battery-acquisition threshold for ch is larger with

noncommittal battery acquisition than that in the base model. When acquiring additional high-

capacity batteries, the lease rate ph and the peak upgrade rate p̄h are smaller and the additional

battery acquisition quantity Qh and the peak downgrade rate p̄l are larger with noncommittal battery

acquisition than those in the base model.

Corollary 3 shows that the manufacturer generally acquires more additional high-capacity bat-

teries (note both the increased threshold for ch and the increased Qh). This finding is intuitive:

in the base model, the manufacturer’s commitment power regarding battery acquisition is only

meaningful when committing to under-acquiring batteries, and thus the lack of such power leads to

generally increased battery acquisition. Also, without such power, the manufacturer is obliged to

satisfy all peak-period battery upgrade demand by acquiring costly batteries; this explains why the

manufacturer is more conservative in generating peak-period battery upgrade demand with non-

committal battery acquisition, by setting lower ph to encourage long-term leasing of high-capacity

batteries, and by setting lower p̄h and higher p̄l to limit the peak-period battery upgrade demand.

In general, the manufacturer without the commitment power regarding battery acquisition is at a

less advantageous position relative to its customers. One may expect that, with noncommittal bat-

tery acquisition, both the manufacturer’s profit and all customers’ total cost are reduced compared

with the base model, which is confirmed through our numerical experiments.

When the manufacturer is worse off and the customers are better off, it is generally impossible

to predict how the win-win region of flexible battery leasing will change. However, as we noted

before, in all of our numerical experiments, we have observed flexible battery leasing to significantly

increase the manufacturer’s profit compared with simple battery leasing. Therefore, the win-win

region of flexible battery leasing with noncommittal battery acquisition grows larger compared

with the base model, driven by the reduced cost of all customers; see Figure 6.7 Since noncommittal

battery acquisition is more likely to occur in a mature EV industry, our finding suggests that

flexible battery leasing will more likely lead to win-win outcomes compared with simple battery

leasing as the industry matures, which is a promising prospect.

7 To distinguish and compare the manufacturer’s decisions with committed and noncommittal battery acquisition,
Figure 6 focuses on the cases where the manufacturer acquires additional batteries in the first place.
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Note. The parameter values are a= 1.8, ρ= 0.6, rh ∈ [1.4,1.75], ch ∈ [0.1,0.35] in the top

row, and ch = 0.2, rh = 1.5, a∈ [1.6,2], ρ∈ [0.6,0.75] in the bottom row.

Figure 6 Win-win regions of flexible battery leasing with committed and noncommittal battery acquisition

6.2. Correlated regular and peak needs for range

In the base model, we assumed that customers’ regular and peak needs for range are independently

distributed because they represent distinct application scenarios of EVs (e.g., daily commute versus

weekend road trips). However, positively and negatively correlated regular and peak needs for range

are both conceivable. For example, a customer with a long daily commute may enjoy driving and

thus take more weekend road trips, or s/he may be bored of driving due to the daily commute

and thus take fewer weekend road trips. In this section, we investigate a model extension with

correlated regular and peak needs for range.

We first generalize our demand model to allow such correlations. Specifically, we assume that,

given regular need for range d, a customer’s peak need for range D is a random variable with

probability density function (PDF) [(1 + θ − 2dθ)(a − x) + (1 − θ + 2dθ)x]/a2 where θ ∈ [−1,1]

indicates the correlation (but is not the coefficient of correlation). Specifically, θ = 0 reduces the

PDF to 1/a and recovers the assumption of D ∼ U [0, a] independent of d in the base model, and

θ = (−)1 indicates the most positive (negative) correlation between D and d in this model. For

example, when θ = 1, the PDF 2[(1− d)(a− x) + dx]/a2 with varying values of d is illustrated in

Figure 7; one can see that the smaller regular need for range d, the more likely the peak need for
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range D takes smaller values. Technically speaking, D with a larger d has first-order stochastic

dominance over D with a smaller d. The model with θ=−1 is the opposite, and moderate values

of θ yields moderate correlations between regular and peak needs for range.

0 a

1/a

2/a

d=0
d=1
d=1/2

Figure 7 Probability density function of D with θ= 1 for varying d

With this correlated demand model, we numerically calculate for varying correlations (θ = 1,

0, -1) the model outcomes with non-strategic customers in Figure 8 (calculations with strategic

customers and the correlated demand model become challenging). In most cases, correlated regular

and peak needs for range do not qualitatively alter the parameter sensitivities of the outcomes with

independent needs, and that positive and negative correlations cause opposite quantitative changes

of the outcomes compared with independent needs. This observation shows that the results of our

base model are mostly robust to correlated regular and peak needs for range.

Some notable observations can be made regarding the additional battery acquisition quantity Qh

with negatively correlated regular and peak needs for range. First, in Figure 8(b), Qh reaches zero

for larger ch values under a negative correlation. This is intuitive, as negatively correlated regular

and peak needs for range increase the usage of both up/downgrade options in the peak period,

and the manufacturer can better depend on reallocating batteries rather than acquiring additional

batteries to meet the upgrade demands. The change in the manufacturer’s battery acquisition

strategy for larger ch values may explain the changes of the trends of p̄l and p̄h for larger ch in

Figure 8(b). Also, Figure 8(c) shows a non-monotonic Qh in ρ with negatively correlated regular

and peak needs for range. Recall in the proof of Proposition 2 that Qh with non-strategic customers

do not always decrease in ρ, and our example with a negative correlation satifies the condition for

Qh increasing in ρ.

We then show the win-win regions with non-strategic customers and the correlated demand

model for varying correlations (θ = 1, 0, −1) in Figure 9. In this example, the win-win regions

clearly shrink with a negative correlation (θ =−1) compared with those with independent needs.
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Note. The parameter values are the same as in Figure 3.

Figure 8 Outcomes of positively and negatively correlated needs with non-strategic customers
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The comparison with a positive correlation is however more ambiguous: although the win-win

regions with a positive correlation seem smaller than those with independent needs, the former are

not a subset of the latter. These observations are somewhat counterintuitive: one may expect that

negative correlations significantly increase occurrences of win-win outcomes because it increases

the value of flexible battery up/downgrading, whereas positive correlations significantly reduce

occurrences of win-win outcomes for the opposite reason. In fact, positive correlations reduce the

importance of flexible battery leasing which should have an ambiguous effect on win-win outcomes.

In the extreme case of regular and peak needs being perfectly correlated, flexible battery leasing

and thus win-win outcomes may become completely irrelevant. On the other hand, while negative

correlations increase the value of flexible battery up/downgrading, they also make customers’

up/downgrading decisions predictable. This allows the manufacturer to price the services highly

effectively and extract almost the entire value of flexible battery up/downgrading. The result is that,

with negatively correlated regular and peak needs, the manufacturer’s profit is greatly improved

whereas customers’ costs may increase or decrease (see Figure 8), leading to significantly shrunken

win-win regions in Figure 9.
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Note. The parameter values are the same as in Figure 4.

Figure 9 Win-win regions of positively and negatively correlated needs with non-strategic customers
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7. Conclusion

The electric vehicle industry is experiencing a rapid growth, and may potentially contribute to

humanity’s ongoing battle against climate change. EV adoptions, however, are still facing two

crucial and intrinsically conflicting hurdles, namely range anxiety and purchase price. The battery

swapping and leasing model is a promising solution to both issues, enabling rapid EV “refueling”

and reducing the vehicle purchase price. It also provides further flexibilities and opportunities.

In this paper, inspired by the EV startup NIO which adopts the battery swapping and leas-

ing model (referred to by the company as the Battery-as-a-Service model) and experiments with

flexible battery up/downgrading intended for peak periods such as weekends and public holidays,

we study a flexible EV battery lease program where customers make their long-term battery lease

decisions and can temporarily up/downgrade batteries for peak usage. First assuming non-strategic

customers who consider the peak usage of their leased batteries but not up/downgrading, we ana-

lyze a game-theoretical model to find that the manufacturer may depend on acquiring additional

batteries or reallocating customers’ batteries to satisfy the peak up/downgrade needs, and that

flexible battery leasing can lead to win-win outcomes (increased manufacturer profit and reduced

customer total cost) compared with simple battery leasing (without peak up/downgrade options).

We then repeat the analysis for strategic customers who consider both using and up/downgrading

their leased batteries during the peak period, analyze an alternative model with noncommittal

battery acquisition, and numerically investigate a model extension with correlated regular and

peak needs for range. Overall, we find our key results to be robust, although increasing customer

sophistication and (positive and negative) correlations tend to cause the win-win regions to shrink.

While there exists a rich literature on the trend of manufacturers selling the utilities of their

products as services rather than directly selling their products (“servicization”) (e.g., Cohen 2012,

Bustinza et al. 2015, Agrawal et al. 2022), some of which with a focus on EV battery leasing (e.g.,

Lim et al. 2015, Avci et al. 2015), we are the first to our best knowledge to analyze flexible battery

leasing. Our results can potentially inform EV manufacturers adopting battery lease programs,

especially flexible battery leasing, and highlight the value of flexible battery leasing which may

improve the matching efficiency between customers and batteries and thus lead to win-win out-

comes. Our finding that win-win outcomes are most likely to occur when the high-capacity batteries

offer a generous range is particularly encouraging, considering the industry trend of EV manu-

facturers’ high-end models offering increasingly impressive ranges. On a higher level, our analysis

reveals intrinsic advantages and efficiencies of the battery swapping and leasing model, which may

be valuable for manufacturers considering their future EV designs and business models.
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In addition to flexible battery leasing analyzed in this paper, the EV battery swapping and leas-

ing model has direct implications on other important battery lifecycle stages and events, such as

production, maintenance, depreciation, repurposing (e.g., energy storage) and recycling, as well as

further implications such as consumers’ adverse selection and moral hazard and the manufacturer’s

potential battery-backed financing. Finally, swappable batteries imply the possibilities of EV man-

ufacturers opening up their battery design to competitors or third-party battery providers (see

Hu et al. 2017 for a related discussion) and/or EV manufacturers becoming battery providers to

competitors (see Orsdemir et al. 2019 for a related discussion). All of these problems are potential

future research directions in the exciting field of EV battery swapping and leasing model.
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Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1 We first solve for the peak-period upgrade volume. In Table 1, a low-capacity

lease customer has the cost (D − rh)+ + p̄h or D if s/he uses high- or low- capacity batteries in

peak period. So a low-capacity lease customer upgrades if and only if (D− rh)+ + p̄h ≤D.
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https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/08/05/
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• D≥ rh. The peak-period cost is D−rh + p̄h for high-capacity batteries, and D for low-capacity

batteries. A customer chooses high-capacity batteries if D − rh + p̄h ≤ D⇐⇒ p̄h ≤ rh, and

low-capacity batteries otherwise.

• D < rh. The peak-period cost is p̄h for high-capacity batteries, and D for low-capacity bat-

teries. A customer chooses high-capacity batteries if p̄h ≤ D. When p̄h > rh, all customers

choose low-capacity batteries as D< rh < p̄h. When p̄h ≤ rh, a customer chooses low-capacity

batteries if D< p̄h and high-capacity batteries if p̄h ≤D.

To summarize, no upgrade happens when p̄h > rh. Otherwise, low-capacity lease customers upgrade

if D≥ p̄h, i.e., P(D≥ p̄h) = (a− p̄h)/a. Given the regular-period low-capacity battery lease volume

τ , the peak-period upgrade volume is τ(a− p̄h)/a.

In a similar way, we can solve for the peak-period downgrade volume. From Table 1, a high-

capacity lease customer downgrades if and only if (D− rh)+ + ph >D+ p̄l.

• D ≥ rh. A customer chooses low-capacity batteries if D− rh + ph >D+ p̄l⇐⇒ p̄l < ph − rh,

and high-capacity batteries otherwise.

• D< rh. A customer chooses low-capacity batteries if ph >D+ p̄l⇐⇒D<ph− p̄l.

To summarize, no downgrade happens if p̄l > ph. If p̄l < ph− rh, all high-capacity lease customers

downgrade. If ph − rh ≤ p̄l ≤ ph, the high-capacity lease customers downgrade to low-capacity

batteries if D<ph− p̄l, i.e., is P(D<ph− p̄l) = (ph− p̄l)/a. Given the regular-period high-capacity

battery lease volume 1− τ , the peak-period downgrade volume is (1− τ)(ph− p̄l)/a. �

Proof of Lemma 2 The total cost of leasing high-capacity batteries in two periods is

ph + ρ(d− rh)+ + (1− ρ)E[(D− rh)+] = ph + ρ(d− rh)+ + (1− ρ)(a− rh)2/(2a),

and the total cost of leasing low-capacity batteries is ρd+ (1− ρ)E[D] = ρd+ a(1− ρ)/2.

We compare the total costs of leasing high- and low-capacity batteries. It is trivial to find that

all customers lease high- or low-capacity batteries when d≥ rh. So we focus on d < rh, where the

total cost of leasing high-capacity batteries is ph + (1− ρ)(a− rh)2/(2a).

ph + (1− ρ)(a− rh)2/(2a)>ρd+ a(1− ρ)/2⇐⇒ d< [2aph− (1− ρ)rh(2a− rh)]/[2aρ].

So the low-capacity battery lease volume is [2aph− (1− ρ)rh(2a− rh)]/[2aρ]. We have [(1− ρ)rh−

(1− ρ)r2
h/(2a)]≤ ph ≤ [(1− ρ)rh− (1− ρ)r2

h/(2a) + ρ]; a lower range would lead to the trivial case

of all customers leasing high-capacity batteries, and a higher range would lead to the trivial case

of all customers leasing low-capacity batteries. �
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Proof of Lemma 3 From the constraint in the manufacturer’s peak-period problem, we can

write p̄l in terms of p̄h.

p̄∗l (p̄h) =
aQh + ph− a τ − τ ph + τ p̄h

1− τ
.

Substituting p̄∗l (p̄h) into the peak-period profit π(p̄h, p̄l) = (1−τ)ph +(1−τ)(p̄l−ph)(ph− p̄l)/a+

τ p̄h(a− p̄h)/a− ch(1− τ +Qh), the second-order derivative wrt p̄h is

∂π2(p̄h, p̄l)

∂p̄2
h

=− 2τ

a(1− τ)
< 0.

So the firm’s profit is concave in p̄h, and the F.O.C yields the optimal

p̄∗h(τ, ph,Qh) = a(1 + τ − 2Qh)/2, p̄∗l (τ, ph,Qh) = ph + a(2Qh− τ)/2,

and the corresponding peak-period profit in terms of τ , ph and Qh is ph(1− τ)− ch(1 +Qh− τ) +

a(τ − (2Qh− τ)2)/4. �

Proof of Proposition 1 In the simple battery lease program with semi-strategic customers, the

manufacturer’s problem is

max
ph

{(ph− ch)(1− τ) : τ = [2aph− (1− ρ)rh(2a− rh)]/[2aρ]}.

which is concave in ph as the second-order derivative is negative. So the first-order condition

yields the optimal price pbh = [(1− ρ)(2arh − r2
h) + 2a(ch + ρ)]/(4a), and the maximized profit is

[(1− ρ)(2arh− r2
h)− 2a(ch− ρ)]2/(16ρa2).

∂pbh/∂a= (1− ρ)r2
h/(4a

2)> 0, ∂pbh/∂rh = (1− ρ)(a− rh)/(2a)> 0,

∂pbh/∂ch = 1/2, ∂pbh/∂ρ= (2a− 2arh + r2
h)/(4a).

So pbh increases in a, rh, ch, and increases in ρ if 2a− 2arh + r2
h > 0 and decreases otherwise.

Accordingly, the low-capacity volume is τ b = [2a(ch + ρ)− (1− ρ)(2arh − r2
h)]/(4aρ). We have

(1−ρ)(2arh− r2
h)/(2a)−ρ< ch < (1−ρ)(2arh− r2

h)/(2a) +ρ, otherwise all customers lease low- or

high-capacity batteries.

∂τ b/∂a=−(1− ρ)r2
h/(4ρa

2)< 0, ∂τ b/∂rh =−(1− ρ)(a− rh)/(2aρ)< 0,

∂τ b/∂ch = 1/2(ρ)> 0, ∂τ b/∂ρ=−(2ach− 2arh + r2
h)/(4aρ2).

So τ b decreases in a, rh, increases in ch, and increases in ρ if 2ach − 2arh + r2
h < 0 and decreases

otherwise.
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We then compute all customers’ total cost. The low-capacity lease customers’ total cost is

CT b
l = ρE[d] + (1− ρ)E[D] = ρτ b/2 + a(1− ρ)/2.

The high-capacity lease customers’ total cost is

CT b
h = ρ(E[(d− rh)+] + pbh) + (1− ρ)(E[(D− rh)+] + pbh)

= ρ(1− rh)2/(2(1− τ b)) + (1− ρ)(a− rh)2/(2a) + pbh,

when rh ≤ 1, and CT b
h = (1− ρ)(a− rh)2/(2a) + pbh when rh > 1.

All customers’ total cost is CT b = τ bCT b
l + (1 − τ b)CT b

h, which is [16ρ(1 − ρ)a3 − r4
h(1 − ρ)2 +

4ar2
h(1−ρ)(rh− ch +ρ(1− rh)) + 4a2((7−3(2− rh)rh)ρ2− (ch− rh)2 + 2ρ(ch− rh)(1− rh))]/(32ρa2)

for rh ≤ 1, and [16ρ(1− ρ)a3− (r4
h(1− ρ)2 + 4a2(ch− rh(1− ρ) + ρ)(rh− ch + ρ(3− rh)) + 4ar2

h(1−

ρ)(rh− ch + (1− rh)ρ)]/(32ρa2)) for rh > 1. �

Proof of Proposition 2 (i) We insert τ = (2aph− (1− ρ)rh(2a− rh))/(2aρ) into Π(ph,Qh), and

then take the second-order derivative of Π(ph,Qh) wrt Qh,

∂Π2(ph,Qh)

∂Q2
h

=−2a(1− ρ)< 0.

The profit is concave, so the F.O.C yields the optimal

Qn
h(ph) =

2a(ph− (1− ρ)rh)(1− ρ) + r2
h(1− ρ)2− 2ρchρ

4aρ(1− ρ)
.

Substituting Qn
h(ph) to Π(ph,Qh), we then take the second-order derivative wrt ph,

∂Π2(ph,Q
n
h(ph))

∂p2
h

=−2/ρ < 0.

The F.O.C yields the optimal pnh = [a(1− ρ) + 2ch− 2(1− ρ)r2
h/a+ 4(ρ+ (1− ρ)rh))]/8. Substitute

pnh to up/downgrade rates and high-capacity battery acquisition quantity, we have

p̄nh = (a+ ch/(1− ρ))/2, p̄nl = [a(1− ρ)− 2(1− ρ)r2
h/a− 2ch(1 + ρ)/(1− ρ) + 4(ρ+ (1− ρ)rh)]/8,

Qn
h =

a2(1− ρ)2 + 2((1− ρ)2r2
h− 4ρch) + 2a(1− ρ)(ch + 2ρ− 2(1− ρ)rh)

16aρ(1− ρ)
.

The maximized profit is

Πn = [(1− ρ)3(a4 + 4r4
h) + 8a(chr

2
h(1− ρ)2− 2r2

h(1− ρ)2(ρ+ (1− ρ)rh) + 2ρc2
h)

+ 4a2(1− ρ)(c2
h− 4chrh + 5r2

h(1 + ρ)2− 4ρch(3− rh) + 8ρ(1− ρ)rh + 4ρ2)

+ 4a3(1− ρ)2(ch + 2(ρ− (1− ρ)rh))]/[64ρ(1− ρ)a2].
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We now check the interior conditions of p̄h ≤ rh and ph− rh ≤ p̄l ≤ ph at the optimal solutions.

It is trivial to find that p̄nl ≤ pnh.

p̄nh = (a+ ch/(1− ρ))/2≤ rh⇐⇒ ch ≤ (2rh− a)(1− ρ) and rh ≥ a/2,

p̄∗l ≥ pnh − rh⇐⇒ ch ≤ 2rh(1− ρ).

As (2rh − a)(1− ρ)< 2rh(1− ρ), the optimal solution satisfies the conditions under rh ≥ a/2 and

ch ≤ (2rh− a)(1− ρ).

By taking the first-order derivatives, we show the impact of a, ch, ρ. As a increases, pnh, p̄
n
h, p̄

n
l and

Qn
h increases. As ch increases, pnh, p̄

n
h increases, while p̄nl , Qh decreases. As ρ increase, p̄nh increases.

The first-order derivatives of the other optimal decisions wrt ρ are as follows.

∂pnh
∂ρ

= [4− a− 4rh + 2r2
h/a]/8,

∂p̄nl
∂ρ

= [4− a− 4rh + 2r2
h/a− (4ch)/(1− ρ)2]/8,

∂Qn
h

∂ρ
=−[a+ 2ch− 4rh + 2(r2

h(1− ρ)2 + 4chρ
2)/(a(1− ρ)2)]/(16ρ2).

We find that pnh increases if (4a−a2− 4arh + 2r2
h)/(8a)> 0, p̄nl increases if ch < (4a(1− rh) + 2r2

h−

a2)(1− ρ)2/(4a), and Qh increases if ch > (4arh− a2− 2r2
h)(1− ρ)2/[2a(1− ρ)2 + 8ρ2].

We then check the nonnegativity of high-capacity battery acquisition quantity.

Qn
h ≥ 0⇐⇒ a2(1− ρ)2 + 2a(1− ρ)(ch + 2(ρ− (1− ρ)rh)) + 2(r2

h(1− ρ)2− 4ρch)≥ 0

⇐⇒ ch ≤ (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)]

.
=Cn(a, rh, ρ).

Take the first-order derivatives of Cn(a, rh, ρ) wrt a, rh, ρ, we find that

∂Cn(a, rh, ρ)/∂a=
(1− ρ)(2r2

h− a2(1− ρ)2− 4ρrh(4 + rh) + 8aρ(1− ρ) + 2(8 + rh(8 + rh))ρ2)

2(a(1− ρ)− 4rho)2
,

∂Cn(a, rh, ρ)/∂rh =−[2(a− rh)(1− ρ)2]/[ρ(4 + a)− a]< 0,

∂Cn(a, rh, ρ)/∂ρ= [a2− 4a− 4arh + 2r2
h− 32(a− rh)2/(a− ρa− 4ρ)2]/[2(4 + a)]< 0.

The last inequality holds because a2 − 4a− 4arh + 2r2
h < 0 for a/2< rh < a. To check the sign of

∂Cn(a, rh, ρ)/∂a, we further take the second-order derivative.

∂2Cn(a, rh, ρ)/∂a2 = 2(1− ρ)2(rh(1− ρ)− 4ρ)2/(ρ(a+ 4)− a)3 > 0.

So Cn(a, rh, ρ) is convex in a. And we have ∂Cn(a, rh, ρ)/∂a|a=rh = (1 − ρ)/2 > 0. Therefore,

Cn(a, rh, ρ) increases in a for a> rh.
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(ii) Next we optimize the manufacturer’s problems in (1) and (2) with Qh = 0 for ch ≥ (1 −

ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ)]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)].

From the supply and demand equation in the peak period, we have p̄nl (p̄h) = (ph− a τ − τ ph +

τ p̄h)/(1− t). Substituting p̄nl (p̄h) into the objective function in (1), the second-order derivative is

∂π2(p̄h, p̄l)/∂p̄
2
h =−2τ/(a−a τ)< 0, so the F.O.C yields the optimal p̄nh(ph) = a(1+ τ)/2, p̄nl (ph) =

ph− aτ/2, and the corresponding profit is πn(τ, ph) = (1− τ)(aτ + 4ph− 4ch)/4.

We insert τ = (2aph− (1− ρ)rh(2a− rh))/(2aρ) into the regular period problem, and then take

the second-order derivative of Π(ph) wrt ph

∂Π2(ph)/∂p2
h =−[2(1− ρ)a+ 8ρ]/[4ρ2]< 0.

So the F.O.C yields the optimal

pnh =
a2(1− ρ)[2(1− ρ)rh− ρ]− 2ρ(1− ρ)r2

h + a[4ρ(1− ρ)rh + 4ρ(ch + ρ)− r2
h(1− ρ)2]

2a[4ρ+ (1− ρ)a]
.

The optimal up/downgrade rates are

p̄nh =
(1− ρ)(3a2 + 2r2

h− 4arh) + 4a(ch + 3ρ)

16ρ+ 4a(1− ρ)
,

p̄nl =
(1− ρ)(8ρarh− a3− 4ρr2

h) + 2arh(1− ρ)(2− ρ)(2a− rh)− 2a2(2ch + ρ+ ρ2) + 8aρ(ch + ρ)

4a[4ρ+ (1− ρ)a]
,

and the maximized profit is Πn = [(1− ρ)(2r2
h− a2− 4arh) + 4a(ch− ρ)]2/[16a2(a(1− ρ) + 4ρ)].

We can similarly check the conditions for pnh − rh ≤ p̄nl ≤ pnh, p̄nh ≤ rh and pnh ≤ rh. �

Proof of Corollary 1 We check the sign of p̄nl under two cases.

ch < (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ)]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)]. We find that p̄nl = [a(1−ρ)−2(1−

ρ)r2
h/a− 2ch(1 + ρ)/(1− ρ) + 4(ρ+ (1− ρ)rh)]/8> 0 for rh ≤ 1. Moreover, ∂p̄nl /∂rh = (1− ρ)(a−

rh)/(2a)> 0 and p̄nl increases in rh. Therefore, p̄nl > 0 in this case.

ch ≥ (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ)]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)]. Recall that p̄nl = [(1− ρ)(8ρarh −

a3− 4ρr2
h) + 2arh(1− ρ)(2− ρ)(2a− rh)− 2a2(2ch + ρ+ ρ2) + 8aρ(ch + ρ)]/[4a(4ρ+ (1− ρ)a)]. The

denominator is positive, so we check the nominator. Here, p̄nl increases in rh and p̄nl (rh → 0) =

−(a− 2ρ)[(1− ρ)a+ 4(ch + ρ)]/[4a+ 4(4− a)ρ]≥ 0 if a≤ 2ρ and thus p̄nl > 0. For a > 2ρ, we have

∂p̄nl /∂ch = −(a − 2ρ)/(a(1 − ρ) + 4ρ) < 0, and p̄nl < 0⇐⇒ ch > [4ρ((1 − ρ)rh + ρ) − (1 − ρ)(a3 +

4ρr2
h)/(2a) + (2arh− r2

h)(2− 3ρ+ ρ2)− aρ(1 + ρ)]/[2(a− 2ρ)]. �

Proof of Proposition 3 (i) We first compare the lease rates and low-capacity battery lease vol-

umes under simple and flexible battery leasing, based on the results in Propositions 1 and 2.
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ch < (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ)]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)].

pnh > p
b
h⇐⇒ 2ch− (1− ρ)a< 0, τn > τ b⇐⇒ ρ[2ch− (1− ρ)a]< 0.

It shows that pnh > p
b
h and τn > τ b if a> 2ch/(1− ρ).

ch ≥ (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ)]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)].

pnh < p
b
h⇐⇒ 2a((1− ρ)rh− ch)− (1− ρ)r2

h < 0, τn < τ b⇐⇒ ρ[2a((1− ρ)rh− ch)− (1− ρ)r2
h]< 0.

The inequality always holds as a< 4ρ/(1−ρ) and ch ≥ (1−ρ)[(1−ρ)(a2 +2r2
h−4arh)+4aρ)]/[8ρ−

2a(1− ρ)], and thus pnh < p
b
h and τn < τ b.

(ii) Under flexible battery lease program, customers’ regular-period cost is the same as that

under simple program (except for the regular rate pnh), and thus we only solve the peak-period cost

here. Note that a customer’s peak-period cost is in Table 1.

A low-capacity lease customer upgrades if D ≥ p̄h in the peak period and keeps low-capacity

batteries otherwise. So we obtain the expected peak-period cost by breaking up the integrals into

two parts, which differs on using high- or low-capacity batteries in peak period.

E[cl(D)] =
p̄h
a

∫ p̄h

0

Df(D)dD+
a− p̄h
a

∫ a

p̄h

((D− rh)+ + p̄h)f(D)dD

=
a2− 2arh + r2

h + (2a− p̄h)p̄h
2a

.

The total cost of a low-capacity lease in two periods under flexible battery lease program is

CT n
l = ρE[d] + (1− ρ)E[cl(D)] = ρτn/2 + (1− ρ)

a2− 2arh + r2
h + (2a− p̄∗h)p̄∗h
2a

.

Similarly, a high-capacity lease customer downgrades if D< ph− p̄l in the peak period and keeps

high-capacity batteries otherwise. The expected peak-period cost of a high-capacity lease is

E[ch(D)] =
ph− p̄l
a

∫ ph−p̄l

0

(D+ p̄l)f(D)dD+
a− ph + p̄l

a

∫ a

ph−p̄l

((D− rh)+ + ph)f(D)dD

=
a2− 2arh + r2

h− (ph− p̄l)2 + 2aph
2a

.

The total cost of a high-capacity lease in two periods under flexible program is

CT n
h = ρE[(d− rh)+ + pnh] + (1− ρ)E[ch(D)]

= ρ((1− rh)2/(2(1− τn)) + pnh) + (1− ρ)
(a− rh)2 + 2apnh − (pnh − p̄nl )2

2a
,

when rh ≤ 1, and CT n
h = pnh + (1− ρ)((a− rh)2− (pnh − p̄nl )2)/(2a) when rh > 1.

All customers’ total cost is CT n = τnCT n
l + (1− τn)CT n

h . Next we compare all customers’ total
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cost under flexible battery leasing with that under simple battery leasing for low and high battery

costs, respectively. Note that CT b −CT n for rh ≤ 1 and rh > 1 are the same, so it is enough to

write out the comparing expression for rh > 1.

ch < (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ)]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)]. All customers’ total cost under

flexible battery leasing for rh > 1 is

CT n = [(1− ρ)3(5a4 + 12r4
h) + 4a3(1− ρ)2(3ch + 8ρ(3 + rh)− 8rh)

+ 4(1− ρ)a2((ch− 4rh)2 + 8ρ(ch− (3− ch)rh− 4r2
h) + 4(3 + 6rh + 4r2

h)ρ2)

+ 16a(r2
h(1− ρ)2(ch− 3(rh(1− ρ)− ρ))− c2

hρ)]/[128ρ(1− ρ)a2].

Now compare it with all customers’ total cost under simple battery leasing.

CT b >CT n⇐⇒ g1(rh, ch, a, ρ) = (1 + ρ)3(5a4 + 16r4
h) + 4a3(1− ρ)2(3ch− 8((1− ρ)rh− ρ))

−16a(ρc2
h+2r2

h(1−ρ)2(2rh(1−ρ)−ρ−ch))+4a2(1−ρ)(5c2
h+4rh(1−ρ)(5rh(1−ρ)−4ρ−4ch))< 0

When rh→ a, the low battery cost condition becomes ch <a(1− ρ)/2, and we have

g1(rh→ a, ch→ a(1− ρ)/2, a, ρ) =−4ρ(1− ρ)2a3 < 0.

Because the function is continuous, g1(rh, ch, a, ρ)< 0 holds when rh and ch are sufficiently large.

Note that a is compared with rh and a> rh, so g1(rh, ch, a, ρ)< 0 when a is sufficiently low.

Similarly, we show that g1(rh, ch, a, ρ)> 0 for sufficiently large ρ as g1(rh, ch, a, ρ→ 1) =−16ac2
h < 0.

ch ≥ (1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ)]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)]. All customers’ total cost under

flexible battery leasing for rh > 1 is

CT n = [23a5(1− ρ)3 + 48ρr4
h(1− ρ)2 + 4a4(1− ρ)2(8ch− 12rh(1− ρ) + 49ρ)

+ 4(1− ρ)ar2
h(5r2

h(1− ρ)2− 48ρ(1− ρ)rh + 16ρ(ch + 3ρ)) + 8(1− ρ)a3(2c2
h + 13r2

h(1− ρ)2

− 36ρ(1− ρ)rh + 58ρ2− 4ch(3(1− ρ)rh− 5ρ))− 16a2(5r3
h(1− ρ)3 + 4c2

hρ− 21ρr2
h(1− ρ)2

+ 24ρ2(1− ρ)rh− 12ρ3− ch(3r2
h(1− ρ)2− 8ρ(1− ρ)rh + 8ρ2))]/[32a2(a(1− ρ) + 4ρ)2].

Now compare it with all customers’ total cost under simple battery leasing.

CT b >CT n⇐⇒ g2(rh, ch, a, ρ) = 7ρ(1− ρ)2a5 + 64(1− ρ)ρ2r4
h + 4a4(1− ρ)((ch− rh)2

+2ρ(ch(3+rh)−rh(5+rh))+(14+rh(10+rh))ρ2)+4ρar2
h(7r2

h(1−ρ)2−64ρ(1−ρ)rh +32ρ(ch +ρ))

+ a2rh(r3
h(1− ρ)3− 112ρ(1− ρ)2r2

h− 256ρ2(ch + ρ) + 16ρ(1− ρ)rh(5ch + 23ρ)) + 4a3(33ρ(1− ρ)2r2
h
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+ 12ρc2
h− r3

h(1− ρ)3− 56(1− ρ)rhρ
2 + 28ρ3 + ch(r2

h(1− ρ)2− 40ρ(1− ρ)rh + 24ρ2))< 0

When rh→ a and ch→ a(1− ρ)/2, we have

g2(rh→ a, ch→ a(1− ρ)/2, a, ρ) =−ρa3(a+ 4ρ− aρ)2 < 0.

Because the function is continuous, g2(rh, ch, a, ρ)< 0 holds when rh is sufficiently large and ch is

sufficiently low. And g2(rh, ch, a, ρ)< 0 holds when a is sufficiently low.

Similarly, we have g2(rh, ch, a→ rh, ρ→ 1) =−16(1− ch)(1 + 3ch)r3
h < 0, and thus g2(rh, ch, a, ρ)< 0

for sufficiently low a and sufficiently large ρ. �

Proof of Lemma 4 From Proposition 3, the expected peak-period costs of a high- and low-

capacity lease customer are

E[ch(D)] =
a2− 2arh + r2

h− (ph− p̄l)2 + 2aph
2a

, E[cl(D)] =
a2− 2arh + r2

h + (2a− p̄h)p̄h
2a

.

If a customer leases high- or low-capacity batteries in the regular period, the total cost in two

periods is ρ[ph + (d− rh)+] + (1− ρ)E[ch(D)] or ρd+ (1− ρ)E[cl(D)]. The indifferent cost must

happen when d< rh, otherwise all customers lease high- or low-capacity batteries. A customer leases

low-capacity batteries at the beginning if ρd< ρph +(1−ρ)(E[ch(D)]−E[cl(D)]) and high-capacity

batteries otherwise. The low-capacity battery lease volume is

τ = [2aph− (1− ρ)((ph− p̄l)2 + 2ap̄h− p̄2
h)]/[2aρ],

and the high-capacity volume is

1− τ = [2a(ρ− ph) + (1− ρ)((ph− p̄l)2 + 2ap̄h− p̄2
h)]/[2aρ].

We take the first-order derivatives of τ wrt ph, p̄h, p̄l and check the signs.

∂τ

∂ph
=
a− (1− ρ)(ph− p̄l)

aρ
≥ 0,

∂τ

∂p̄h
=−(1− ρ)(ph− p̄h)

aρ
≤ 0,

∂τ

∂p̄l
=

(1− ρ)(ph− p̄l)
aρ

≥ 0.

So this volume with strategic customers increases in ph and p̄l, but decreases in p̄h. �

Proof of Proposition 4 (i) We insert the peak up/downgrade rates in Lemma 3 into the low-

capacity battery lease volume in Lemma 4, and obtain τ = (a(1−ρ)(4Qh−3)+8ph)/(2a(1−ρ)+8ρ).

Substituting it to Π(ph,Qh), we then take the second-order derivative of Π(ph,Qh) wrt Qh,

∂Π2(ph,Qh)

∂Q2
h

=−32a(1− ρ)ρ2/(a(1− ρ) + 4ρ)2 < 0.
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The profit is concave, so the F.O.C yields the optimal

Qs
h(ph) =

a2(1− ρ)2 + 16ρph− 2a(1− ρ)(2ph− ch + 4ρ)

64ρ2
− ch

2a(1− ρ)
.

Substituting Qs
h(ph) to Π(ph,Qh), we then take the second-order derivative wrt ph,

∂Π2(ph,Q
s
h(ph))

∂p2
h

= (a(1− ρ)− 16ρ)/(8ρ2).

As a(1− ρ)− 4ρ ≤ 0, the profit is concave in ph, and the F.O.C yields the optimal psh = [2a(1−

ρ)(10ρ− ch) + 8ρ(3ch + 4ρ)− a2(1− ρ)2]/[64ρ− 4a(1− ρ)]. Substitute psh to up/downgrade rates

and high-capacity battery acquisition quantity, we have

p̄sh =
4a(1− ρ)(10ρ− ch)− a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρch

4(1− ρ)[16ρ− a(1− ρ)]
,

p̄sl =
2a(1− ρ)[ch + ρ(6 + ch)− 10ρ2]− a2(2− ρ)(1− ρ)2 + 8ρ[4ρ(1− ρ)− (1 + 3ρ)ch]

4(1− ρ)[16ρ− a(1− ρ)]
,

Qs
h =

8a(1− ρ)(ch + ρ)− 5a2(1− ρ)2− 32ρch
4a(1− ρ)[16ρ− a(1− ρ)]

, τ s =
2(ch− a(1− ρ) + 4ρ)

16ρ− a(1− ρ)
.

The maximized profit is

Πs =
4a2(1− ρ)2(ch + 20ρ)− 3a3(1− ρ)3 + 64ρc2

h + 32aρ(1− ρ)(2ρ− 5ch)

16a(1− ρ)[16ρ− a(1− ρ)]
.

Now we check the interior conditions of ph ≤ rh, p̄h ≤ rh and ph − rh ≤ p̄l ≤ ph at the optimal

solutions. It is trivial to find that p̄sl ≤ psh.

psh ≤ rh⇐⇒ ch ≤ (a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρ(2rh− ρ)− 4a(1− ρ)(rh + 5ρ))/[24ρ− 2a(1− ρ)],

p̄sh ≤ rh⇐⇒ ch ≤ [(1− ρ)(64ρrh + a(1− ρ)(a− 4rh)− 40aρ)]/[32ρ− 4a(1− ρ)],

p̄sl ≥ psh− rh⇐⇒ ch ≤ [(1− ρ)(64ρrh− a(1− ρ)(a+ 4rh)− 8aρ)]/[32ρ− 4a(1− ρ)].

As a < 8ρ/(1− ρ), the optimal solution satisfies the conditions under ch ≤ [(1− ρ)(64ρrh + a(1−

ρ)(a− 4rh)− 40aρ)]/[32ρ− 4a(1− ρ)].

By taking the first-order derivatives wrt a, ch, ρ, we can show that psh increases in a and ch, and

may increase or decrease in ρ. Furthermore, psh increases faster in a, and slower in ch for flexible

with strategic customers than simple battery leasing. And ph increases faster in ch for flexible with

strategic customers than with non-strategic customers. We also find that τ s decreases in a.

We then check the nonnegativity of high-capacity battery acquisition quantity.

Qs
h ≥ 0⇐⇒ 5a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρch− 8a(1− ρ)(ch + ρ)≤ 0
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⇐⇒ ch ≤ a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ))]
.
=Cs(a,ρ).

Take the second-order derivatives of Cs(a,ρ) wrt a, ρ, we find that

∂2Cs(a,ρ)/∂a2 =−12ρ2(1− ρ)2/[4ρ− (1− ρ)a]3 < 0,

∂2Cs(a,ρ)/∂ρ2 =−12a2/[4ρ− (1− ρ)a]3 < 0.

The threshold Cs(a,ρ) is concave in a and ρ. We can show that ∂Cs(a,ρ)/∂a= 0⇐⇒ a0 = 4ρ(5−
√

15)/[5(1− ρ)] and ∂Cs(a,ρ)/∂ρ= 0⇐⇒ ρ0 = [a+ 4
√

3
√
a(8 + 5a)/(8 + 5a)]/(a+ 4). So Cs(a,ρ)

increases in a (ρ) if a< a0 (ρ< ρ0) and decreases otherwise.

(ii) Next we optimize the manufacturer’s problems in (1) and (2) with Qh = 0 for ch ≥ a(1−

ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ))].

The problem in the peak period is the same as that in the proof of Proposition 2, and the

optimal peak decisions in terms of ph are p̄sh(ph) = a(1 + τ)/2, p̄sl (ph) = ph − a τ/2, πs(τ, ph) =

(1− τ)(a τ + 4ph− 4ch)/4. We insert the peak rates into the low-capacity battery lease volume in

Lemma 4 and obtain τ = [8ph − 3a(1− ρ)]/[2a(1− ρ) + 8ρ]. Then we substitute τ in the regular-

period problem, and take the second-order derivative of Π(ph) wrt ph

∂Π2(ph)/∂p2
h =−[16a(1− ρ) + 32ρ]/[a(1− ρ) + 4ρ]2 < 0.

So the F.O.C yields the optimal

psh =
13a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρ(ch + ρ) + 4a(1− ρ)(2ch + 9ρ)

32a(1− ρ) + 64ρ
.

The optimal up/downgrade rates are

p̄sh =
a[9a(1− ρ) + 8(ch + 3ρ)]

16a(1− ρ) + 32ρ
, p̄sl =

32ρ(ch + ρ) + 4aρ(5− 9ρ)− 8ach(1 + ρ) + a2(1− ρ)(11− 13ρ)

32a(1− ρ) + 64ρ
,

the low-capacity battery lease volume is τ s = [a−aρ+8(ch+ρ)]/[8(a+2ρ−aρ)], and the maximized

profit is Πs = [8(ch− ρ) + 7a(1− ρ)]2/[128(a(1− ρ) + 2ρ)].

We can similarly check the conditions for psh− rh ≤ p̄sl ≤ psh, p̄sh ≤ rh and psh ≤ rh. �

Proof of Corollary 2 We check the sign of p̄sl under two cases.

ch <a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ))]. We find that p̄sl < 0 for a ≤ 2ρ. When a > 2ρ,

p̄sl < 0⇐⇒ ch > [12ρa+ (5ρ− 2)a2 + 4(8− 8a− a2)ρ2 + (20a+ a2− 32)ρ3]/[8ρ+ 24ρ2− 2a+ 2aρ2].

ch ≥ a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ))]. We find that p̄sl < 0⇐⇒ a> 4ρ/(1 +ρ) and ch >

[32ρ2 + 4aρ(5− 9ρ) + a2(11− 24ρ+ 13ρ2)]/[8(a− 4ρ+ aρ)]. �
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Proof of Proposition 5 (i) We first compare the lease rates and low-capacity battery lease vol-

umes under simple and flexible battery leasing, based on the results in Propositions 1 and 4.

ch <a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ)). We find that psh > p
b
h and τ s > τ b always hold.

ch ≥ a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ)). We first compare the lease rates ph.

psh < p
b
h⇐⇒ a[8rh(4ρ− (1− ρ)rh)− 13a2(1− ρ) + 4a(2ch + 4rh− 5ρ− 4ρrh)]− 16ρr2

h > 0.

The left-hand side of the last inequality increases in rh. We can further show that this inequality

holds if ch > (4ρ+ 5(1− ρ)a)/8 and rh→ a. So psh > p
b
h if ch < (4ρ+ 5(1− ρ)a)/8.

Similarly, we compare the low-capacity battery lease volume τ .

τ s < τ b⇐⇒ 4ρr2
h + a2(4ch− 4rh(1− ρ) + 3ρ)− 2arh(4ρ− (1− ρ)rh)> 0.

The left-hand side of the last inequality decreases in rh. So τ s > τ b if rh is sufficiently large. We

can further show that this inequality holds if ch > (4ρ+ 5(1− ρ)a)/8 and rh → a. So τ s < τ b if

ch > (4ρ+ 5(1− ρ)a)/8.

(ii) We first compute all customers’ total cost under flexible battery leasing with strategic cus-

tomers, and then compare it with that under simple battery leasing. Similarly as in the proof of

Proposition 3, the total cost of a low-capacity lease under flexible battery leasing is

CT s
l = ρE[d] + (1− ρ)E[cl(D)] = ρτ s/2 + (1− ρ)

a2− 2arh + r2
h + (2a− p̄sh)p̄sh
2a

,

and the total cost of a high-capacity lease in two periods under flexible battery leasing is

CT s
h = ρE[(d− rh)+ + psh] + (1− ρ)E[ch(D)]

= ρ((1− rh)2/(2(1− τ s)) + pnh) + (1− ρ)
(a− rh)2 + 2apsh− (psh− p̄sl )2

2a
,

when rh ≤ 1, and CT s
h = psh + (1− ρ)((a− rh)2− (psh− p̄sl )2)/(2a) when rh > 1.

All customers’ total cost is CT s = τ sCT s
l +(1−τ s)CT s

h . Note that CT b−CT n for rh ≤ 1 and rh > 1

are the same, so it is enough to write out the comparing expression of all customers’ total cost

under flexible and simple battery leasing for rh > 1.

ch <a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ)). All customers’ total cost under flexible battery

leasing for rh > 1 is

CT s = [8a3(3ch− 4rh(1 + ρ)− 110ρ)(1− ρ)3 + 23a4(1− ρ)4− 1024(c2
h− 4ρ2r2

h(1− ρ)2)

+ 64ρa(1− ρ)(3c2
h− 8r2

h(1− ρ)2 + 32ρch + 128ρrh(1− ρ) + 48ρ2) + 16a2(1− ρ)2(r2
h(1− ρ)2− c2

h

− 20ρch + 64ρrh(1− ρ) + 428ρ2)]/[32a(1− ρ)(a(1− ρ)− 16ρ)2].
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Now compare it with all customers’ total cost under simple battery leasing.

CT b >CT s⇐⇒ h1(rh, ch, a, ρ) = (1− ρ)(a(1− ρ)− 16ρ)2[−r4
h(1− ρ)2 + 16ρa3(1− ρ)

+ 4a2(ch− rh(1 + ρ) + ρ)(rh− ch + (3− rh)ρ) + 4ar2
h(1− ρ)(rh− ch + (1− rh)ρ)] + aρ[1024ρ2(c2

h

− 4r2
h(1− ρ)2)− 8a3(3ch− 4rh(1− ρ)− 110ρ)(1− ρ)3− 23a4(1− ρ)4− 64ρa(1− ρ)(3c2

h− 8r2
h(1− ρ)2

+32ρch−128ρrh(1−ρ)+48ρ2)−16a2(1−ρ)2(r2
h(1−ρ)2−c2

h−20ρch +64ρrh(1−ρ)+428ρ2)]> 0.

When rh→ a and ch→ a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ)), we have h2(rh→ a, ch→ a(1−

ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ)), a, ρ)< 0. So CT b <CT s when rh and ch is sufficiently large.

ch ≥ a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ)). All customers’ total cost under flexible battery

leasing for rh > 1 is

CT s = [463(1− ρ)3a4 + 1024(1− ρ)ρ2r2
h + 4a3(1− ρ)2(28ch− 128rh(1− ρ) + 499ρ)

− 256aρ(ch− 2rh(1− ρ) + ρ)(ch + 2rh− 3ρ− 2ρrh)− 64(1− ρ)a2(c2
h− 4r2

h− 9ρch

+ 8ρrh(4 + rh)− 4(10 + rh(8 + rh))ρ2)]/[512a(a(1− ρ) + 2ρ)2].

Now compare it with all customers’ total cost under simple battery leasing.

CT b >CT s⇐⇒ h2(rh, ch, a, ρ) = 16(a(1− ρ) + 2ρ)2[(1− ρ)2r4
h− 16ρ(1− ρ)a3

+ 4a2(ch− rh(1− ρ) + ρ)(ch− rh− (3− rh)ρ) + 4(1− ρ)ar2
h(ch− rh− (1− rh)ρ)] + aρ[463a4(1− ρ)3

+ 1024r2
h(1− ρ)ρ2 + 4a3(1− ρ)2(28ch− 128rh(1− ρ) + 499ρ)− 256aρ(ch− 2rh(1− ρ) + ρ)(ch + 2rh

− 3ρ− 2rhρ)− 64a2(1− ρ)(c2
h− 4r2

h− 9chρ+ 8rh(4 + rh)ρ− 4(10 + rh(8 + rh))ρ2)]< 0

When rh→ a, we have h2(rh→ a, ch, a, ρ)< 0. Because the function is continuous, h2(rh, ch, a, ρ)< 0

holds when rh is sufficiently large. Note that a is compared with rh and a> rh, so h2(rh, ch, a, ρ)< 0

when a is sufficiently low.

Similarly, when ρ→ 1, we have

h2(rh, ch, a, ρ→ 1) = 64a2(3− ch)(1 + ch)[4ρ− (2ρ+ (1− ρ)a)2]< 0.

So we have h2(rh, ch, a, ρ)< 0 when ρ is sufficiently large. �

Proof of Proposition 6 (i) In the peak period, the customers make their up/downgrade decisions

as in Lemma 1. The peak up/downgrade volumes imply an additional acquisition of high-capacity

batteries Qh = τ(a− p̄h)/a− (1− τ)(ph− p̄l)/a to satisfy the peak demand. We insert this equality

to the manufacturer’s peak-period problem

max
p̄h,p̄l

(1− τ)ph + (1− τ)(p̄l− ph)(ph− p̄l)/a+ τ p̄h(a− p̄h)/a− ch[1− τ +Qh/(1− ρ)],
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and obtain p̄th(ph) = [a + ch/(1 − ρ)]/2, p̄tl(ph) = ph − ch/(2(1 − ρ)). Accordingly, Qt
h(ph) = [τ −

ch/(a(1−ρ)]/2 and the peak-period profit is [c2
h/(a(1−ρ)2)+aτ−2τch/(1−ρ)+4(ph−ch)(1−τ)]/4.

Inserting p̄th(ph), p̄tl(ph) into Lemma 4, the low-capacity battery lease volume becomes τ t(ph) =

[8ph− 2ch− 3a(1− ρ)]/(8ρ). Then we solve the manufacturer’s regular-period problem

max
ph

ρ(ph− ch)(1− τ t(ph)) + (1− ρ)[c2
h/(a(1− ρ)2) + aτ − 2τch/(1− ρ) + 4(ph− ch)(1− τ)]/4.

The second-order derivative of the regular-period problem wrt ph is −2/ρ, so the F.O.C yields the

optimal pth = [6ch +5a(1−ρ)+8ρ]/16. The optimal up/downgrade rates and high-capacity battery

acquisition quantity are

p̄th = [a+ ch/(1− ρ)]/2, p̄tl = [ch(6− 8/(1− ρ)) + 5a(1− ρ) + 8ρ]/16,

Qt
h = [2a(1− ρ)(2ch + ρ(8 + a)− a)− 32ρch]/[64aρ(1− ρ)],

the low-capacity lease volume is τ t = (2ch + ρ(8 + a)− a)/(16ρ), and the maximized profit is

Πt = [−5a3(1− ρ)3 + 4a2(1− ρ)2(ch + 4rh + 8ρ− 4ρrh) + 16(chr
2
h(1− ρ)2 + 4ρc2

h− 4ρr2
h(1− ρ)2)

+ 4a(1− ρ)(3c2
h− 8ch(rh + 6ρ− ρrh) + 2(2ρrh(8 + rh) + (8− rh(16 + rh))ρ2− r2

h)]/[256aρ(1− ρ)].

Similarly, we can check the conditions for pth− rh ≤ p̄tl ≤ pth, p̄th ≤ rh and pth ≤ rh. We can also show

that p̄tl is negative if and only if a > 2ρ and ch > [4ρ(1− ρ) + 5a(1− ρ)2]/[1 + 3ρ]. We then check

the nonnegativity of high-capacity battery acquisition quantity.

Qt
h > 0⇐⇒ ch <a(1− ρ)/2.

The cost threshold increases in a and decreases in ρ. We can further show that the cost threshold

for ch a(1−ρ)/2 is more than that in Proposition 4 (a(1−ρ)[8ρ−5a(1−ρ)]/[8(4ρ−a(1−ρ))]) but

less than that in Proposition 2 ((1− ρ)[(1− ρ)(a2 + 2r2
h− 4arh) + 4aρ]/[8ρ− 2a(1− ρ)]).

(ii) Next we optimize the manufacturer’s problems with Qh = 0 for ch ≥ a(1− ρ)/2.

From the supply and demand equation in the peak period, we have p̄th(p̄l) = a− (1− τ)(ph− p̄l)/τ .

Substituting p̄th(p̄l) into the peak-period problem, the second-order derivative is negative, so the

F.O.C yields the optimal p̄tl(ph) = ph− aτ/2, p̄th(ph) = a(1 + τ)/2, and the corresponding profit is

(1− τ)(aτ + 4ph− 4ch)/4.

Inserting p̄th(ph), p̄tl(ph) into Lemma 4, the low-capacity battery lease volume becomes τ t(ph) =

[8ph− 3a(1− ρ)]/[2a(1− ρ) + 8ρ]. Then we solve the regular-period problem and obtain

pth =
13a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρ(ch + ρ) + 4a(1− ρ)(2ch + 9ρ)

32a(1− ρ) + 64ρ
.
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The optimal up/downgrade rates are

p̄th =
a[9a(1− ρ) + 8(ch + 3ρ)]

16a(1− ρ) + 32ρ
, p̄tl =

32ρ(ch + ρ) + 4aρ(5− 9ρ)− 8ach(1 + ρ) + a2(1− ρ)(11− 13ρ)

32a(1− ρ) + 64ρ
,

the low-capacity battery lease volume is τ t = [a−aρ+8(ch+ρ)]/[8(a+2ρ−aρ)], and the maximized

profit is Πt = [8(ch− ρ) + 7a(1− ρ)]2/[128(a(1− ρ) + 2ρ)].

We can similarly check the conditions for psh− rh ≤ p̄sl ≤ psh, p̄sh ≤ rh and psh ≤ rh. �

Proof of Corollary 3 We compare the thresholds for ch and the manufacturer’s optimal deci-

sions when acquiring additional batteries in noncommittal battery acquisition and the base model.

a(1− ρ)/2>a(1− ρ)[8ρ− 5a(1− ρ)]/[8(4ρ− a(1− ρ))⇐⇒ ρ> a/(4 + a),

pth = [6ch + 5a(1− ρ) + 8ρ]/16< psh[2a(1− ρ)(10ρ− ch)

+ 8ρ(3ch + 4ρ)− a2(1− ρ)2]/[64ρ− 4a(1− ρ)]⇐⇒ ρ> a/(4 + a),

Qt
h = [2a(1− ρ)(2ch + ρ(8 + a)− a)− 32ρch]/[64aρ(1− ρ)]>Qs

h = [8a(1− ρ)(ch + ρ)

− 5a2(1− ρ)2− 32ρch]/[4a(1− ρ)[16ρ− a(1− ρ)]]⇐⇒ ρ> a/(4 + a),

p̄th = [a+ ch/(1− ρ)]/2< p̄sh =
4a(1− ρ)(10ρ− ch)− a2(1− ρ)2 + 32ρch

4(1− ρ)[16ρ− a(1− ρ)]
⇐⇒ ρ> a/(4 + a),

p̄tl = [ch(6−8/(1−ρ))+5a(1−ρ)+8ρ]/16> p̄sl = [2a(1−ρ)(ch +ρ(6+ch)−10ρ2)−a2(2−ρ)(1−ρ)2

+ 8ρ(4ρ(1− ρ)− (1 + 3ρ)ch)]/[4(1− ρ)(16ρ− a(1− ρ))]⇐⇒ ρ> a/(4 + a).

As ρ> a/(4 +a), the threshold for ch is larger with noncommittal battery acquisition than that in

the base model, and we have pth < p
s
h, Q

t
h >Q

s
h, p̄

t
h < p̄

s
h and p̄tl > p̄

s
l . �
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